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Abstract: Long-haul heavy-duty vehicles, including trucks and coaches, contribute to a substantial
portion of the modern-day European carbon footprint and pose a major challenge in emissions reduc-
tion due to their energy-intensive usage. Depending on the hydrogen fuel source, the use of fuel cell
electric vehicles (FCEV) for long-haul applications has shown significant potential in reducing road
freight CO2 emissions until the possible maturity of future long-distance battery-electric mobility.
Fuel cell heavy-duty (HD) propulsion presents some specific characteristics, advantages and oper-
ating constraints, along with the notable possibility of gains in powertrain efficiency and usability
through improved system design and intelligent onboard energy and thermal management. This
paper provides an overview of the FCEV powertrain topology suited for long-haul HD applications,
their operating limitations, cooling requirements, waste heat recovery techniques, state-of-the-art in
powertrain control, energy and thermal management strategies and over-the-air route data based
predictive powertrain management including V2X connectivity. A case study simulation analysis of
an HD 40-tonne FCEV truck is also presented, focusing on the comparison of powertrain losses and
energy expenditures in different subsystems while running on VECTO Regional delivery and Long-
haul cycles. The importance of hydrogen fuel production pathways, onboard storage approaches,
refuelling and safety standards, and fleet management is also discussed. Through a comprehensive
review of the H2 fuel cell powertrain technology, intelligent energy management, thermal manage-
ment requirements and strategies, and challenges in hydrogen production, storage and refuelling,
this article aims at helping stakeholders in the promotion and integration of H2 FCEV technology
towards road freight decarbonisation.

Keywords: heavy-duty transport; long-haul; fuel cell electric vehicle; decarbonisation; hydrogen
mobility; FCEV topology; energy management; powertrain control; V2X; thermal management; fuel
cell waste heat recovery; HD FCEV energy audit; energy losses; hydrogen production; hydrogen
refuelling; hydrogen safety standards; fleet management

1. Introduction

With the ever-increasing impact of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions on global warming,
the importance of using low-emission transport technologies is gaining momentum all over
the world. The growing population in big cities and rising usage of fossil-fuelled vehicles is
today a major source of local air pollution and an alarming concern for public health [1]. In
Europe, heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs) emit around 25% of its total CO2 emissions from road
transport, contributing to about 5% of all GHG emissions and posing a significant challenge
in pollution reduction due to the nature of their usage [2–4]. Among other applications,
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long-haul trucks take up about 65–70% of these emissions and are of premier focus in the EU
carbon footprint reduction plans for meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement [5,6]. With
the aim at 90% net emissions curtailment by 2050, the EU has established CO2 Emission
Standards Regulation ((EU) 2019/1242) for new heavy-duty (HD) trucks targeted at a 15%
fleet-wide reduction by 2025 and 30% by 2030 against 2019–2020 baseline [2,5]. According
to a recent McKinsey report on road freight global pathways, medium and heavy-duty road
transport accounts for about half of the global trade-related transport carbon footprint and
approximately 15% of the total European CO2 emissions, out of which 70% come from HD
trucks [7]. The International Energy Agency (IEA) further expects global CO2 emissions
from HDVs to increase by 14.8% by 2030 [8].

1.1. Hydrogen and Battery Electric Propulsion for Long-Haul Decarbonisation

Amid the various upcoming technologies for achieving freight carbon neutrality, electri-
fication of HDVs is gaining high importance with the possibility of avoiding in-city local air
pollution through the implementation of zero urban emission zones (ZUEZ) and decreasing or
even eliminating tailpipe CO2 emissions over long-haul applications using highly-electrified
plug-in solutions (PHEVs and BEVs) [9–14]. However, the adaptation of battery-electric
propulsion for long-haul applications is currently hindered by various technical and prac-
tical constraints such as limited vehicle range and long charging time affecting delivery
schedules and vehicle up-time, economic and environmental costs of battery production,
increased vehicle size and reduced payload capacity from a rise in tractor weight hampering
its economic feasibility for the commercial market [15,16]. Verbruggen et al. have shown a
minimum reduction in cargo capacity of approximately 4 tonnes for a long-haul 40-tonne
truck considering a range of 600 km, battery pack energy density of 150 Wh/kg and an
average energy consumption of 1.72 kWh/km [17]. In contrast, a typical HD fuel cell electric
vehicle (FCEV) could reach a range of 800 km using a single fuelling session with two hydro-
gen tanks carrying 40–60 kg of hydrogen, each stored at 350 bars [18]. The main advantage
of the fuel cell system over electrochemical batteries can be linked to the separation of
power generation and onboard energy storage that facilitates improvements in both these
aspects while minimising their interdependencies [1,19]. H2 FCEVs offer a good alternative
over battery electric vehicles (BEVs) for long-haul propulsion with fast refuelling, lower
infrastructure requirement, reduced powertrain weight facilitating increased payload ca-
pacity, corresponding economic benefits and practicability while still achieving zero tailpipe
emissions and could thus prove as a more favourable pathway to decarbonisation and
electrification of the HD transport sector even with lower overall tank-to-wheel (TTW)
conversion efficiencies [20–25].

1.2. Fuel Cells over Combustion Engines for Hydrogen Mobility

Among other modes of using H2 fuel for heavy-duty propulsion, onboard fuel cell
systems (FCS) and traditional internal combustion engines (ICE) have currently been proven
as the most viable solutions [26,27]. When comparing the two, FCS have the advantage of
the higher overall TTW efficiency, zero tailpipe emissions (NOx) and reduced operating
noise, making them the preferred choice for future HD hydrogen mobility [28,29]. At the
same time, ICE applications profit from lower manufacturing and implementation costs due
to existing production infrastructure, minimal utilisation of precious metals, the possibility
of retrofitting, no necessity of electrification, low sensitivity to hydrogen fuel purity, and
could act as a transition technology to promote H2 fuel production and future freight
decarbonisation [27,30].

1.3. Renewable Hydrogen towards Sustainability

Hydrogen for propulsion can be produced from various sources with different carbon
footprints and cost competitiveness [27]. When electricity is directly used to produce hy-
drogen through electrolysis, the environmental impact highly depends on the grid energy
source [30]. H2 fuel cell propulsion can also improve the practicability of intermittent re-
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newable energy in road transport through hydrogen usage as both a fuel and a transferable
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) energy buffer, further supporting decentralised renewable electric-
ity generation similar to battery energy storage without their production and economic
impacts [31–34]. Hydrogen is currently produced mainly from fossil fuels as feedstock
through natural gas reforming or coal gasification at the expense of higher life-cycle GHG
emissions. The promotion of renewable electricity and techniques such as carbon capture
could be used to lower this carbon footprint by up to 90% [35,36]. Lee et al. have compared
life cycle implications of H2 FCEV and diesel ICE propulsion for medium and heavy-duty
applications in the United States and have shown GHG emission lowering of 20–45% along
with significant reductions in CO, NOx, PM emissions depending on the source of H2
production [37].

1.4. Challenges in H2 Refuelling

One of the main challenges for the uptake of hydrogen-based vehicles is the extended
availability of refuelling infrastructure [38]. In contrast to BEV, which may operate only on
a regional delivery or distribution logical pattern, long-haul applications require that the
infrastructure is widely dispersed (for Europe, mainly along the TEN-T corridors). Within
the Fit for 55 legislation package, a revised version of the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure
Directive, named AFIR [39], has outlined requirements for infrastructure [40]. Similar
provisions are also being made in North America [41]. The representative body for the EU
OEMs, ACEA, takes the position that new technologies such as battery-electric and fuel
cell can only be enabled if member states support a minimum set of infrastructure [42].
ACEA projects a requirement for 300 hydrogen refuelling stations by 2025, and 1000 by
2030, to serve heavy-duty transport needs [43]. Such stations would be expected to dispense
six tonnes of hydrogen daily, with at least one refuelling station every 200 km. Alongside
public infrastructure, private or co-owned infrastructure could facilitate the earlier adoption
of FCEVs in some logistics operations. However, given the high costs of such refuelling
stations, this is anticipated to be in the minority.

1.5. HD Fuel Cell Vehicle Total Cost of Ownership

Recent analysis from the Swedish Electromobility Center has shown that for countries
like Germany, the total cost of ownership (TCO) among alternative long-haul powertrain
applications primarily depends on the fuel and battery expenditure and can be lower for
FCEV powertrains than BEV applications. For city and regional transportation, the TCO of
FCEV propulsion could be even lower than that for traditional ICE propulsion depending
on H2 fuel incentives [44,45]. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory report focused
on ownership costs using actual business models has shown a substantial decrease in the
purchase price and TCO of fuel cell powertrains for commercial vehicles by 2025 with the
possibility of achieving price parity of zero-emission technologies with diesel applications.
The study has indicated that both FCEV and BEV zero emission technologies could com-
plement each other on the path to decarbonisation with their respective long-range and
high-efficiency advantages [46]. Through a detailed 2017 baseline automotive cost analysis,
Thompson et al. have further suggested that FCS cost accounts for a significant part of the
total FCEV powertrain expenditure, with bipolar plates and catalyst materials accounting
for a major portion [47]. Marcinkoski et al. have shown no major technical hurdles in
the current adaptation of H2 fuel cell powertrain technology against conventional diesel
heavy-duty applications. They have suggested that significant challenges could come from
the cost and durability of FCS, which could be resolved through economies of scale and
future transitions of the market [48,49]. A fact-based EU-supported independent study
on TCO of FC hydrogen trucks by Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH) has
shown significant cost-down potential and clear economic competitiveness of FCEV over
diesel-based powertrains by 2027 if production volumes are increased swiftly and H2 costs
are lowered below 6 euro/kg. At this rate, the study approximates 17% HD FCEV sales
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share by the year 2030, even if current FC trucks have been found to cost a premium of up
to 22% over diesel applications [2].

1.6. Future Trends in Long-Haul H2 Fuel Cell Mobility

Several HD original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) listed in Section 2 are already
pushing for the development and market implementation of FCEV platforms for bridging
the gap toward economic feasibility of fuel cell electric propulsion and future sustainable
mobility [50,51]. The US Department Of Energy (DOE) Office of Transportation released per-
formance targets in 2019 for future H2 long-haul trucks aimed at technology competitiveness
by 2030 through 2050. The performance targets covered vehicle level down to powertrain
subsystems, fuel cell components, H2 storage and refuelling infrastructure. By 2030 towards
2050, FCS lifetime is expected to reach from 25,000 h towards 30,000 h, cost from 80 $/kW to
60 $/kW, peak efficiency from 68% to 72%, H2 fuelling rate 8 kg/min towards 10 kg/min
and H2 storage cost 300 $/kg towards 266 $/kg [52]. A recent report by Fuel Cells and
Hydrogen Joint Undertaking noted HD FCEV product development, performance and
systems integration, FCS stack lifetime, H2 storage weight–volume limitation, refuelling
networks, standardised fuelling protocols, capital and operating expenditure, financing and
funding support, and long-term plannability as the main barriers in widespread adoption of
fuel cell technology [2]. They identified multimodal fuel cell technology synergies across the
transport sector as the key factor in successful HD sector commercialisation through advan-
tages such as decreasing production costs, transferred experience, optimised H2 production,
fuelling infrastructure utilisation and improved demand for renewable hydrogen.

The current work aims at providing a detailed review of the HD H2 fuel cell electric
propulsion technology suited for future decarbonisation of the long-haul vehicle sector. The
rest of this article is organized into several sections: Section 2 presents current examples
of HD FCEV applications and compares them with service and light commercial vehicle
examples. Section 3 describes FCEV powertrain topology suited for long-haul applications,
including discussion on electric traction drives, DC link power converters, energy storage
systems, HD auxiliary loads, H2 fuel storage and fuel cell system. To obtain a better
understanding of fuel cell powertrain system level operation, a case study for an HD 40-
tonne FCEV truck running on VECTO Regional delivery and Longhaul cycles has been
simulated and compared in Section 3.2 with a focus on the energetic analysis of losses, energy
expenditures and power flow across different subsystems. Balance of plant components,
proton exchange membrane fuel cell operation and fuel cell ageing, are further explained
in Sections 3.3–3.5 to realise the working principles and constraints of the H2 fuel cell
technology. A review of subsystems control challenges, multi-layer energy management
strategies and scope of V2X connectivity-based predictions in further improving vehicle
efficiency are discussed in Section 4. Thermal management challenges specific to FCS
and other powertrain subsystems, including sub-zero cold start strategies and cooling
requirements, have been detailed in Section 5, along with possible intelligent control and
energy-saving strategies. This is followed by an overview of H2 refuelling infrastructure and
safety standards, fuel production pathways, environmental impact and fleet management
for HD long-haul FCEV applications (Sections 6 and 7). Finally, the main conclusions of this
review article have been summarized in the last section.

2. FCEV Heavy-Duty Applications

Depending on the expected usage of the vehicle, the FCEV powertrain could be
implemented in various ways by changing the size, and proportion of the fuel cell system
prime mover and energy storage system (hybridisation factor) for fulfilling the power
requirement [1,53]. In the case of light commercial vehicles (LCV) and last-mile delivery
applications, plug-in FCEV with a small FCS range extender could be a choice favouring
the usage of direct plug-in electricity for regular commute and hydrogen propulsion for
occasional long-distance journeys, as considered by the Renault Group for its Maxity H2
service vehicle, Master ZE H2 and Kangoo ZE H2 vehicles (20 kW FCS, 5 kg H2, 42 kWh
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battery and 5 kW FC, 1.78 kg H2, 33 kWh battery, respectively) [1,54]. On the other hand, a
mid-power fuel cell powertrain concept including plug-in battery charging capability is
being considered by Stellantis for LCV applications (45 kW FC, 4.4 kg H2 and 10.5 kWh
battery) with advantages in packaging, actual usable highway range and also electric-only
operation on shorter journeys for minimising H2 economic and environmental impact or in
lack of refuelling infrastructure [55].

For medium and heavy-duty long-haul applications, the industry seems to favour
a full-power hybridisation factor, with the H2 FCS taking the primary responsibility of
covering traction and auxiliary power requirements while the ESS (usually an electrochem-
ical battery pack or supercapacitor) is used under cold start, very low load, boosting, load
levelling, during transient operations for maintaining high FCS efficiency (Section 3.3)
and for storing and reusing recuperated energy from regenerative braking. Thus, a much
smaller ESS size than HD plug-in HEVs and BEVs is chosen for such applications to lower
related costs and weight for maintaining good payload capacity, as seen in the H2-Share
and H2Haul project demonstrators [56–58]. Plug-in battery charging and FCS range exten-
der type operation as seen in the GIANTLEAP project, other city bus examples [59–61],
the ZECT project [62,63] and a larger ESS battery size for geologically focused trips as
seen in REVIVE project garbage truck demonstrators [64,65] is uncommon for long-haul
due to the nature of the long-distance freight application for minimising vehicle costs and
battery weight. A small FCS range extender could be a good option for HD medium-range
BEV applications to cover most journeys using grid electricity while also being capable of
occasional long-distance missions [66].

Table 1 lists some of the market-launched and upcoming HD FCEV truck, coach and
city bus use cases [67]. With propulsion solely supported by the electric drive, an optimised
size is dependent on maximising traction efficiency and on the scope and trend of possible
regenerative braking events in the intended driving profile as shown in the LONGRUN
project [68]. With its major contribution to powertrain losses, the FCS is usually sized to
efficiently satisfy just above the average power requirements of the vehicle while assuring
high operating efficiency. Given the drop in FCS efficiency (Section 3.3), the high power
requirements (boosting) are thus covered by implementing a slightly larger battery pack with
higher current and energy capacity than those seen in modern-day HD hybrid powertrain
concepts. Such a sizing preference of the industry can also be reasoned considering the
technology maturity, costs of key powertrain components, and the FCS efficiency curve
suited for low-mid load range operation. If the powertrain sizing objective is to minimise
environmental impact while improving economic feasibility, a sole focus on FCEV H2 fuel
efficiency may not be the best approach considering the importance of different hydrogen
production pathways (well-to-tank impact) and components production impact on lifetime
CO2 emissions and costs [68]. To promote the adoption of fuel cell technology in the
European heavy-duty sector, the STASHH project funded by Fuel Cells and Hydrogen
2 Joint Undertaking will develop an open standard for sizing, interfacing, controls and
testing protocols of fuel cell modules towards lowering TCO, market entry threshold while
promoting mass production and reliability [69].
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Table 1. List of current and upcoming fuel cell electric long-haul heavy-duty vehicle initiatives.

Manufacturer Initiative FCS [kW] eDrive [kW] Battery Capacity [kWh] Tank Capacity [kg] GCW [kg] Ref.

Hyundai Xcient 95 × 2 350 73.2 32 36,000 [70]
ESORO (MAN) Coop logistics 100 250 120 31 34,000 [71–73]
VDL Medium H2-Share 88 210 84 30 27,000 [56]
VDL Heavy H2-Share 88 210 72 30 44,000 [57]
IVECO H2Haul 100 × 2 480 80 × 2 65 42,000 [58]
US Hybrid Class 8 Drayage 80 320 36 38.56 36,000 [74]
Toyota-Kenworth Alpha, Beta 226 500 12 40 36,000 [75,76]
Scania-Asko - 90 290 56 33 27,000 [77]
Cummins Class 8 90–180 330 100 23.5 36,000 [78]
Nikola motors Tre 120 480 70 80 40,000 [79]
TransPower BAE ZECT electric 100 300 100 30 36,000 [62,63]
VDL (DAF) Waterstofregio 2.0 60 - - 30 44,000 [2]
AVL FC4HD 310 540 52 30 42,000 [80,81]
Mercedes-Benz GenH2 150 × 2 330 70 80-liquid 40,000 [82,83]
VOLVO Trucks Fuel cell truck 150 × 2 - - - 65,000 [84]
CATHYOPE Camion 44 tonnes 170 390 - 46 44,000 [85]
DAF REVIVE E-trucks 30–80 210 150 15–38 26,000 [64,65]
Scania REVIVE Renova 30–80 210 150 15–38 26,000 [64,65]
Mercedes FAUN HECTOR ENGINIUS 30 × 3 - 85 16.4 at 700 bar - [86,87]
Mercedes SEMAT HECTOR 30 × 2 - 85–112 20 at 700 bar - [86,88]
Coachyfied Bus demonstrator - - - - 19,500 [89,90]
Renault SYMBIO Maxity H2 20 47 42 4 4500 [54]
Mitsubishi 150e Canter 75 135 - 10 7500 [91]
UPS Hydrogenics Class 6 31 - 45 10 12,000 [92]
Caetano Toyota H2 city gold bus 60 180 44 37.5 - [59]
Solaris Ballard Urbino 12 H2 bus 70 125 × 2 30 37.5 - [60]
VDL GIANTLEAP city bus 60 160 216 30 18,745 [61]
Rampini Hydrogen Ale bus 16 - 80-90 35 - [93]
Safra HyCity 45 125 × 2 130 35 21,000 [94]
Van Hool A330 fuel cell bus 120 85 × 2 53 50 16,000 [95]
TATA Starbus fuel cell 85 186 - 14.5 - [96]
Mercedes eCitaro Range extender bus 60 250 243 35 20,000 [97]
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3. FCEV Powertrain
3.1. Powertrain Topology

Generic fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) powertrain topologies suited for long-haul
heavy-duty applications have been shown in Figure 1. Subsystems and power electronics
DC/DC converters are added or removed depending on the nature of the application, ex-
pected duty cycle and lifespan, selected onboard energy management and control strategies,
product design and cost constraints.

Figure 1. Generic fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) powertrain topology including fuel cell system
(FCS), HV battery, electric drive, supercapacitor (SC), transmission, LV auxiliary loads, onboard
charger and related power electronics converters.

3.1.1. eDrive and Transmission

Similar to commercial BEVs, the fuel cell powertrain is also propelled by one or more
electric drives (eDrive) comprising an electric machine (EM) with an inverter feeding alter-
nating electrical energy and controlling motor torque output. For medium and heavy-duty
applications, a multi-speed transmission is preferred over single-gear reduction to satisfy
the weight-critical vehicle key performance requirements of high gradeability, acceleration
and speed while maintaining economic feasibility [98,99]. Using multiple gear reductions
can also help with efficient operation and down/right-sizing of the electric drive, thereby
reducing cost, weight, energy consumption, cooling requirements, and overall environ-
mental impact of the powertrain [99,100]. Verbruggen et al. have shown the advantage
of using a tandem combination of two identical or differently sized eDrives while aiming
for better overall traction efficiency [100]. The electric drive is not only responsible for
providing traction efforts, but can also recuperate kinetic and potential energy of the moving
vehicle during braking and down-hill descends, which can be particularly beneficial for the
HDVs due to the combination of heavy weight, highway speeds, mountainous or interurban
transient driving conditions and should be taken into account for the right sizing of the
eDrive [68,101]. Hub-mounted eDrives can simplify drivetrain packaging while adding
modularity for changing applications using planetary gear sets with multi-speed reductions.
The main advantage of the hub motor is space-saving, although the limited regenerative
braking capability due to size constraints and drawbacks in vehicle dynamics and costs
are seen from the increased un-sprung vehicle mass [102]. Under trailer mounted separate
e-Dolly concept with dedicated ESS has been introduced in the AEROFLEX project aimed at
improving not only overall powertrain efficiency (i.e., enhanced traction, energy storage and
regenerative braking), but also saving tractor usage time and improving fleet management
through autonomous parking of the trailers at depots [103].
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Induction machines (IM) and permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) have
been found to be the most preferred electric machine types for modern-day road vehicle
applications. They are more favourable than field wound, switch reluctance machines
(SRM) and variable flux synchronous machines due to better torque density and efficiency
characteristics [104,105]. SRM has the advantages of simpler configuration, absence of per-
manent magnets, lower costs, high-speed operability, and greater reliability [106]. Brushless
DC PMSM offers high efficiency of PMSM along with high-speed operation comparable to
SRM machines [106]. Gundogdu et al. have compared torque capabilities, flux weakening,
operating efficiency and torque ripple of internal permanent magnet machine (IPM) with
conventional and advanced non-overlapping winding induction machines (CIM, AIM) and
have shown higher overall efficiency of IPM over the latter (>1%); greater efficiency of AIM
over CIM in deep flux-weakening regions along with higher torque ripple; and shorter
axial length of AIM with similar efficiency and torque output as CIM, which can further be
improved by extending the stack length [104]. To lower dependency on rare-earth materials,
permanent magnet-assisted synchronous reluctance machines (PMASRM) are also being
considered using less rare-earth permanent magnets for excitation, lowering costs with
minimal compromise on torque, high-speed operation, improved reliability, and overall
performance [107].

3.1.2. Power Sources

In an HD FCEV, the power for propulsion and auxiliary loads may be supplied solely
by the fuel cell system (FCS) (further described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4) or a combination of
FCS and one or more onboard energy storage systems (ESS, e.g., electrochemical battery,
supercapacitor, flywheel), to support overall efficient powertrain as well as FCS functioning,
response, drivability, good cold start characteristics, operation under extreme scenarios and
FCS-ESS lifetime extension depending on the nature of usage (Figure 1) [108]. Aiming for
fuel savings and longevity, the trend in modern-day electrified heavy-duty (HD) applica-
tions has been to run the complete HV electrical system around 650 or higher voltage levels
to support the efficient operation of different subsystems under high power demands [109].
For long-haul applications, the FCS is generally sized as the primary power source and
converts chemical energy stored in the onboard hydrogen fuel along with oxygen from the
ambient air into DC electrical power for running the traction and auxiliary loads through
the DC bus link [110]. The presence of a secondary ESS can be important for such applica-
tions to optimise the functioning of the FCS and the energy management of the complete
vehicle through the efficient collective operation of different subsystems, as shown in
Section 3.2. Even though supercapacitors and flywheel systems offer higher specific power
and could efficiently support transient high load demands, electrochemical batteries are
currently the most preferred ESS solution due to their suitability for matching HDV specific
power, energy, robustness, response and costs requirements (Figure 2) [111,112]. Among
other electrochemical battery technologies such as lead-acid, nickel-cadmium (NiCd), nickel
metal hydride (NiMH), and sodium–nickel–chloride zebra (NaNiCl), Li-ion cells offer the
highest performance and widest choice of specific power to specific energy balance and
are the current preference from a price-performance perspective (Figure 2) [113]. For appli-
cations with the plug-in electric-only operation, an onboard charger can also be included
for directly charging the battery in case of an external alternating current grid supply or
for stepping down and controlling battery charging voltage from external direct current
supply (Figure 1) [62,63].
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Figure 2. Comparison of specific power and specific energy capacities for different energy storage
systems (ESS): electrochemical batteries, supercapacitors and flywheels [114–116].

3.1.3. DC Link and Converter Combinations

The different power sources (e.g., FCS, HV battery, SC, onboard charger) and loads
(e.g., eDrive, LV auxiliaries, power take-off) are usually interconnected through a common
high voltage (HV) DC bus whose voltage level is regulated to conduct efficient power
generation, traction, charging, braking energy recuperation, reuse and auxiliary load
operation while following various energy management strategies (Figure 1) [117]. High
power output and efficient operation of the eDrive can be assured by maintaining a constant
desired level of DC bus voltage supply to the eDrive (350 V–800 V for HD) [109,118].
Regulating DC bus voltage in plug-in charging can also precisely control the C-rate and
corresponding charging power to the HV battery, extending its lifetime. A combination of
various DC/DC converter configurations between power sources (e.g., FCS, HV battery
and SC), loads (e.g., eDrive, auxiliaries) and the DC bus are generally used to achieve such
a degree of freedom over bus voltage regulation supporting desired subsystem operations
and powertrain control strategies at the expense of added power electronics converter
costs, as seen in Figure 1 [108,119,120]. On the other hand, if there is no DC-DC conversion
between the power sources (FCS, ESS) and the eDrive, the electrical motor efficiency can
be severely affected during high load demands or low SoC due to field weakening from
lowered DC bus voltage. Besides, in the absence of a DC-DC converter in such situations,
even adjusting phase current magnitude is unable to fulfil the requirements on eDrive
torque and power during high-speed operation and cannot operate at the maximum
constant power curve. Therefore, at higher rpm, there is a sharp rise in motor and inverter
losses in the eDrive in the absence of DC-DC conversion [121].

With the FCS being an irreversible energy source operating at a largely varying load-
dependent terminal voltage and generally being assembled for slightly lower stack voltage
level due to mechanical construction limitations, a uni-directional HV DC/DC boost con-
verter is used to interface it with the DC bus [1,122]. In [123], several competitive topologies
for FCS DC voltage conversion have been analysed and reviewed. It has been found that the
multi-phase interleaved boost converter is suitable for automotive DC bus applications up
to 800 V among different non-isolated DC/DC converter topologies due to their capability
to (a) provide controlled DC bus voltage with reduced FC stack current ripple to avoid
damage and ageing, (b) manage the high current stress by distributing it between phases, (c)
redundancy during power switch faults and (d) reduced electrical stresses on the power
semiconductors [124,125]. A bidirectional HV DC/DC converter can be used to connect the
onboard energy storage (i.e., battery or SC) with the DC bus to maintain its desired voltage
level and efficient eDrive operation irrespective of the varying ESS states (i.e., SoC, tem-
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perature, current draw and ageing) [118,126,127]. Using a bidirectional DC/DC converter,
the HV battery pack may also be sized to operate at lower voltages to reduce component
costs and improve redundancy [119]. A smaller DC bus capacitor is connected in parallel
to the DC link to absorb high frequency and high power transient load demands, respec-
tively, limiting voltage ripples for maintaining greater operating efficiency of major power
sources and loads [122,128]. From the review article analysis [123], it can be concluded that
interleaved bidirectional converter is the most suitable converter topology for power above
10 kW, thanks to its (a) low input current ripple, (b) simple control, (c) fast response during
transient loads and (d) redundancy during power switch faults.

In terms of power electronics switch materials for DC/DC and DC/AC converters,
evolution has been from traditional silicon-based semiconductors (Si) towards wide band
gap devices such as silicon carbide (SiC) and, in specific cases, gallium nitride (GaN) due to
higher thermal conductivity, operating voltage, electron mobility, saturation velocity and
low leakage current for building compact, high power and more efficient power converter
systems (Figure 3) [129].

Figure 3. Material properties of Si-, SiC- and GaN-based semiconductors [129].

3.1.4. Auxiliary Loads

The electrified nature of the FCEV powertrain also promotes electrically operated auxil-
iary loads, including cooling pumps and fans, HVAC compressor and blower, power steering,
pneumatic systems and motorized power take-off (PTO) along with lighting and comfort
systems [130–132]. Even after accounting for the higher electrical conversion losses compared
to the mechanically driven loads, these actuators benefit from prime mover free operation.
They can thus run at high efficiency irrespective of the prime mover operation to satisfy
the varying temperature, pressure and other optimal predictive state targets while reducing
overall system losses by 5–15% [133–136]. An LV DC/DC converter is required to step down
voltage from the HV DC bus to 24 V to supply auxiliary loads and electronic control units
(ECU) that run on the traditional 12 V/24 V systems. A 48 V DC/DC conversion may be more
suitable for higher power auxiliary loads such as PTO, power steering and air compressor
while maintaining safety and good operating efficiency [109]. Full-bridge, dual-active bridge,
resonant converter or triple-active bridge converter topologies are preferred candidates for LV
DC/DC conversion due to their soft-switching properties, lower electromagnetic interference,
bidirectional power flow, large current handling capacity (up to 25 A), lower passive count,
compact size and higher reliability [137,138]. With the advent of autonomous driving and
sensor fusion technologies, the auxiliary load power consumption is assumed to increase
further in the near future [109].
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3.1.5. On-Board H2 Storage

Hydrogen fuel features high specific energy (gravimetric density), but low volumet-
ric density as compared to conventional liquid fuels and even electrochemical batteries,
making their onboard storage a challenge from the available space, vehicle length regula-
tions and aerodynamics perspective [139]. Hydrogen fuel is usually stored under pressure
in composite fuel tanks to manage vehicle size for favourable payload capacity and low
drag resistance [18]. Overall, 350 bar is currently the most preferred storage pressure
(16 gH2/L [140]) primarily limited by the capabilities of the refuelling infrastructure, cost
of storage tanks and available fuelling stations, although modern examples with 700 bar
as seen in the HECTOR project (27 gH2/L [86,140]) and even liquefied hydrogen storage
(36 gH2/L [140]) are being considered, which should further help in lowering the trac-
tion energy requirement while improving payload capacity and refuelling time [141,142].
Kast et al. have analysed the feasibility of FCEV powertrain integration for various US
HDV classes and have shown that 350 bar onboard storage for most possible journeys can
be easily accommodated using the space behind the driver cabin, as seen in different use
cases mentioned in Section 2 [143]. However, there is a greater challenge for European
trucks where the allowed dimensions are more restrictive. To further improve the capacity
of onboard volumetric storage over pressurised tanks, H2 gas may be liquefied or carried
in a highly cooled cryogenic compressed form (300 bar, −150 to −240 ◦C) as seen in the
upcoming Daimler GenH2 truck presented at IAA 2022 (which includes two tanks of a total
of 80 kg liquefied hydrogen), and in the CRYOGAS initiative by Clean Logistics Germany.
These vehicles aim at further extending the range of hydrogen trucks to 1000 km with a
refuelling time of as low as 10 min [144,145]. Basma et al. have analysed and indicated that
for particularly long-distance applications, compressed H2 storage behind the driver cabin
might require shifting of the fifth wheel backwards which, given the maximum loading
capacity of the drive axle, could lead to a loss in the maximum load carrying capabil-
ity [71]. Metal hydride storage offers over 2.5 times the volumetric energy density of 700 bar
compressed H2 tanks. However, it can be less safe, slow and inefficient due to endothermic
and exothermic hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions requiring complex onboard
thermal management strategies [146]. Rivard et al. have compared compressed, liquefied,
cooled cryogenic compressed and metal hydride along with metal–organic frameworks,
carbon nanostructures and Kubas-type advanced H2 storage techniques and have stated
compressed hydrogen as the leading future industry standard [146]. Apart from a detailed
review of various onboard storage methods, Baetcke et al. have also compared filling rate,
well to prime mover efficiency, storage system and infrastructure costs, current and future
development status and market aspects of these techniques [147]. The details of various
current onboard H2 storage techniques for long haul HDVs have been listed and compared
in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of various H2 fuel onboard storage techniques for long-haul heavy-duty road
mobility [146,147].

Method Volumetric Density
[gH2/L]

Gravimetric Density
[gH2/kg]

Pressure
[bar]

Temperature
[◦C]

Compressed 350 16 [140] 55 350 Ambient
Compressed 700 27 [86,140] 57 [148] 700 Ambient

Liquid 36 [140] 75 1 to 70 −253 to −244
Cryo compressed 72 55 300 −150 to −240

Metal hydride (NaAlH4) 70 35 20 260 to 425
Metal hydride (LiBH + MgH2) 80 80 - -
Metal borohydride (AL(BH4)3) 70 100 105 −140

Liquid organic hydrogen carrier 56 65 Ambient Ambient
Metal organic framework 13 50 1 to 350 −203 to ambient
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3.2. HD 40T Fuel Cell Truck Simulation and Energy Audit

To further understand the functioning of a typical HD FCEV powertrain, the current
case study analyses and compares powertrain operation, H2 fuel consumption, overall
energy expenditure and losses across various subsystems, traction and auxiliary loads
for a 40-tonne fuel cell truck running on VECTO Regional delivery and Longhaul drive
cycles. The results are generated from the simulation of the vehicle use case on an in-house
distance-based forward powertrain model that uses a combination of dynamic and data-
driven approaches for representing various vehicle subsystems. Equivalent consumption
minimisation strategy (ECMS) based energy management (Section 4.2.4) with auxiliary
loads, including varying cooling system, HVAC and onboard electrical consumption, were
considered for this analysis. The current powertrain configuration includes a DC/DC boost
converter for the FCS interface, whereas the HV battery (ESS) is directly connected to the
DC bus (refer to Figure 1).

For an approximately similar travelled distance (100 km), driving on the VECTO
Longhaul cycle showed lower H2 consumption due to the higher overall tank-to-wheel
(TTW) powertrain efficiency even though higher traction energy was consumed, as seen in
Table 3. Out of this total traction energy, 40.9% and 45% were consumed by aerodynamic
drag, 58.3% and 54.8% was consumed by rolling resistance, and 0.9% and 0.2% were given
against road gradient for VECTO Regional delivery and Longhaul cycles due to their speed,
duration and gradient characteristics, respectively (Figure 4). A significant part of the total
fuel energy was dissipated in friction brakes for the Regional delivery cycle than for the
Longhaul cycle (3.45% against 1.9%) due to the higher number of intensive stopping events
surpassing the regenerative braking capability of the eDrive (Figures 4 and 5). eDrive and
drivetrain (transmission) contributed to 7.4%, 6.5% and 3.9%, 3.6% of the total fuel energy
losses for the Regional delivery and Longhaul drive cycles, respectively. Auxiliary load
consumption (comprising the cooling system, HVAC and onboard electrical systems) for
Longhaul (1.4%) was less than for the Regional delivery cycle (2%), mainly due to the
higher average speed leading to shorter travel time (continuous onboard electrical losses)
and more importantly a lower cooling system and HVAC consumption due to higher
airspeed (efficient heat evacuation). The loss contribution of the HV battery pack from the
overall fuel energy was also less for Longhaul than for the Regional delivery cycle due
to the nature of transient start–stop power demand and the ECMS energy management
strategy. On the other hand, FCS losses for the two cycles were almost the same. Average
operating efficiencies of various powertrain components for the 40-tonne fuel cell truck
use case running on VECTO Regional delivery and Longhaul cycle simulations have been
listed in Table 4.

Table 3. Overall simulation results for the HD 40-tonne fuel cell truck: Cumulative fuel energy
consumption, SoC corrected fuel energy consumption, traction energy expenditure and overall
tank-to-wheel (TTW) efficiency for VECTO Regional delivery and Longhaul drive cycles.

Drive Cycle
H2 Cumulative/dSoC Corrected

Equivalent Consumption
[kWh (kg/100 km)]

Traction Energy (Overall
TTW Efficiency) [kWh (%)]

VECTO Regional Delivery 310.4 (9.31)/310.1 (9.3) 95.4 (30.73%)
VECTO Longhaul 292.8 (8.78)/292.5 (8.77) 101.6 (34.69%)
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Figure 4. Percentage distribution of H2 fuel energy expenditures and losses among different power-
train subsystems and driving resistances for 40-tonne fuel cell truck running on (A) VECTO Regional
Delivery and (B) Longhaul drive cycles.

Figure 5. Simulation results for HD FCEV truck running on VECTO Regional delivery cycle: (A) dis-
tance based desired and actual vehicle speed, road gradient; (B) battery state of charge, cumulative
and equivalent H2 fuel consumption; (C) electrical power flow among FCS, HV battery, eDrive and
auxiliary load governed by the ECMS strategy; and (D) component temperature evolution.
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Table 4. Average operating efficiencies of various powertrain components from simulation of the
40-tonne fuel cell truck use case running on VECTO Regional delivery and Longhaul cycles.

Subsystem Average Operating Efficiency:
Regional Delivery [%]

Average Operating
Efficiency: Longhaul [%]

FCS + DC/DC 49.1 48.8
HV battery 95.2 95.6

eDrive 89.3 88.7
Transmission + Differential 93.9 93.1

Table 5 summarizes the main powertrain specifications considered for the simulation
use case, whereas Figure 5 and 6 present some simulation results of the HD FCEV truck
running on the two VECTO mission profiles, including distance-based desired speed
and actual followed speed respecting VECTO acceleration constraints, road gradient,
cumulative H2 consumption, battery SoC evolution and corresponding equivalent H2
consumption, FCEV power flow between FCS, HV battery, eDrive and auxiliary loads
following ECMS strategy recommendations and component temperature evolutions. The
equivalent fuel consumption considered the cumulative battery SoC deviation from its
initial state and the actual H2 fuel consumption. The ECMS battery co-state was tuned
for end-cycle SoC sustaining and kept fixed throughout the drive cycles to promote the
most efficient ECMS operation while still respecting SoC limits. ECMS optimal FCS power
depending on battery co-state and traction-auxiliary load and corresponding equivalent
battery corrected fuel power consumption for the current 40-tonne fuel cell truck have been
shown in Figure 7.

Table 5. Vehicle specifications for HD fuel cell truck simulation.

Parameter Value

Overall vehicle mass [kg] 40,000
Drag coefficient [-] 0.54
Frontal area [m2] 9.7

Rolling resistance coefficient [-] 0.0051
Wheel radius [m] 0.507

Wheel inertia [kgm2] 15.5 × 18
Differential ratio [-] 2.71:1

Differential efficiency [%] VECTO
Transmission ratios [-] 18.45:1; 9.96:1; 5.72:1

Transmission efficiency [%] 98
eDrive power; max torque; max speed; mass [kW; Nm; RPM; kg] 300; 750; 8000; 200

Battery nominal energy, voltage, charge capacity; mass [kWh;V; Ah; kg] 30.6; 666; 46; 220
Fuel cell system voltage, power; parallel stacks; mass [V; kW; -; kg] Section 3.3; 360; 3; 630

Ambient temperature and air density [◦C; kg/m3] 20; 1.225

Following the above sections on HD FCEV powertrain topology, a description of its
main subsystems including a detailed simulation of their operation, losses and energy
expenditures on VECTO drive cycles, the next sections elaborate on the FCS, requirement
of the balance of plant components (BoP), proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
operation and its prominent ageing phenomenon.
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Figure 6. Simulation results for HD FCEV truck running on VECTO Longhaul cycle: (A) distance
based desired and actual vehicle speed, road gradient; and (B) battery state of charge, cumulative and
equivalent H2 fuel consumption.

Figure 7. (A) ECMS optimal FCS power and (B) equivalent battery corrected fuel power consumption
for the current 40T FCEV truck use case as a function of overall traction-auxiliary power demand and
battery co-state. Lower co-state makes the battery energy cheaper and thus uses less FCS where as a
higher co-state makes battery energy expensive promoting greater usage of the FCS.

3.3. Fuel Cell System—Balance of Plant

Individual fuel cells (FC) are connected in series to form a stack for increasing the overall
terminal voltage to meet application-specific power requirements [1,149]. The number of
cells that can be connected in series tends to be limited by the mechanical constraints of the
assembly, curbing the possible terminal voltage of the fuel cell stack [27,122]. Multiple fuel
cell stacks or systems can also be run in parallel to increase the power output to the desired
level by increasing the effective active surface area while respecting FC current density
limits. Such multi-stack assemblies could also be run sequentially to improve part load
FCS efficiency while satisfying peak power demands, improving thermal management and
functional safety [150,151]. Choosing the right configuration of series connected cells and
parallel cell strands can be important for maintaining high system operating efficiency since
the stack can experience a voltage drop of up to 50% during full load operation [27,152].
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Bipolar plates shown in Section 3.4 serve to maintain electrical contact between opposite
electrodes of series stacked fuel cells, distribute H2 and air uniformly across cell surfaces, and
effectively cool individual membrane assemblies by housing coolant channels [27,153]. The
fuel cell stacks are supported by various auxiliary components for maintaining functional
safety, desired power output, good system efficiency, response, operability in extreme
ambient conditions and extending service life, which are together known as balance of
plant (BoP) components (Figure 8) [154–157]. Power is also consumed in running these BoP
components (PBoP) decreasing the output efficiency of the FCS (ηFCS) from that of the fuel
cell stack (Equation (1)). Here, PFC is fuel cell stack power, dmH2 is mass flow rate of H2 fuel
and LHVH2 is the lower heating value of H2 fuel.

ηFCS =
PFC − PBoP

dmH2 LHVH2
(1)

Figure 8. Balance of plant subsystems supporting functioning of the fuel cell stack include air, fuel
and thermal management systems.

Figure 9, inspired from bench-marking tests, shows a drop in FCS efficiency (red)
against that of the fuel cell stack (black) for Toyota Mirai 2 at very low loads primarily
because of the disproportionate consumption of auxiliary power by the BoP components
as compared to the actual FCS output. In contrast, at higher loads, the deviation from the
FC stack is because of decreasing efficiency and ability of the air system to support the
desired FCS power output efficiently, as has also been seen in the GIANTLEAP project
demonstrator [61].
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Figure 9. (A) Fuel cell stack and fuel cell system energy conversion efficiencies based on current draw
inspired from Toyota Mirai 2 bench-marking tests performed by AVL and FEV, (B) corresponding
stack terminal voltage drop and FCS, FC stack, BoP components, H2 fuel power [149,158].

3.3.1. Effect of Temperature, Pressure and Humidity

Higher FC temperature generally improves performance and efficiency but may lead
to membrane dehydration and degradation of catalyst layer (Figure 10) [159,160]. FC
power and efficiency based on voltage polarisation curve and current density improve
with increased electrode pressure due to higher reactant partial pressures and enhanced
membrane conductivity from increased water content (Figure 10) [161,162]. However, this
pressure can also elevate the permeability of the membrane leading to H2 and O2 crossover,
water management issues and an increase in BoP parasitic losses [161,163]. Low relative
humidity across electrodes can cause decreased reaction rates, lowered ionic conductivity,
reduced mass diffusion rate across the membrane and increased flow resistance leading to
a reduction in FC efficiency and power output (lowered V-I polarisation curve and limited
maximum current density) [164,165]. On the other hand, the presence of excess water can
block porous channels of the gas diffusion layer, hindering mass diffusion and covering
cathode side catalytic active areas inhibiting conversion reactions, that lead to a reduction
in performance, efficiency and FC lifespan [166]. Water management is especially required
at high load as excessive cathode water formation may lead to cathode catalyst oxygen
starvation [167]. While reducing gas flow rate and performance, overflow of cathode water
towards anode side can also cause temperature unevenness across the anode surface,
oxidising the catalyst area and corroding the carbon support. The BoP components forming
air system, H2 fuel system and thermal management system are thus aimed at regulating
pressure, relative humidity, reactant concentrations and temperature across FC electrodes
towards high performance, efficiency and longevity of the subsystem (Figure 8). The INN
BALANCE project supported by Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking and funded
by the European Commission aims at development of advanced fuel cell BoP components
in terms of high efficiency, reliability, technology maturity and lower costs [168].
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Figure 10. Effect of (A) pressure, (B) temperature and (C,D) cathode and anode humidity on proton
exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) performance as experimentally tested by Yan et al. [169,170].

3.3.2. Air System

Oxygen in the ambient air is used by the cathode side to react with hydrogen protons
crossing the membrane electrolyte assembly (MEA), generating electrode potential and
water (Section 3.4). Air for cathode feed first passes through an air filter to remove dust,
soot particles and other harmful agents to avoid FC poisoning (Figure 8). Intake air then
gets boosted by the compressor to achieve the desired cathode pressure and mass air flow
while also maintaining the proper air-fuel excess ratio λ (Equations (4) and (5)). Fuel cell
conversion efficiency and performance have high sensitivity to cathode side oxygen partial
pressure and stoichiometry, usually requiring running in oxygen excess mass flow [169,171].
Depending on the range of FC current drawn, Chen et al. have shown a range of 3 to 2.25
air excess ratio as the optimal while avoiding starvation and maintaining high efficiency on
their experimental FC setup and control oriented third order model [172]. Air compressor
also tends to consume the highest auxiliary load among the BoP components [27]. Boosting
too much air into the cathode may increase power output, but costs even higher BoP
parasitic losses, lowering FCS efficiency [173,174]. Maintaining the right cathode partial
pressure and stoichiometric intake air ratio during high load-high mass flow operation can
be a challenge from design/control limitations of the air system leading to a compromise
on FC efficiency and cathode side starvation [61]. Thus, the right cathode partial pressure,
stoichiometric intake air ratio and mass air flow must be regulated while maintaining
membrane durability and low parasitic loads using a combination of compressor and
exhaust throttle value operation (Figure 8). A charge air cooler is used to lower the elevated
temperature of boosted air (>150 ◦C) to acceptable levels for protecting the FC membrane
and humidifier while also improving air path efficiency [71] (Figure 8). For efficient proton
exchange, the FC membrane (MEA) must be appropriately humidified [27]. Water vapour
generated at the cathode exhaust exit air is used to humidify the cathode inlet air flow
using a humidifier device. At the same time, a high amount of water accumulation in
the cathode (flooding) can inhibit the active platinum sites decreasing the efficiency and
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performance of the fuel cell (oxygen starvation). The right amount of cathode humidity
is thus another crucial control parameter of the air system [175]. Application of external
cathode humidification circuit and humidifier device can be avoided through internal
self humidification mechanisms, thereby lowering FCS volume and weight as seen in the
current Toyota Mirai 2 use case [148]. Through opposite flow of anode H2 and cathode air
in the FC, increased H2 recirculation and application of a thinner membrane, sufficient and
even back diffusion of water coming to the anode back to the cathode can be maintained,
evenly humidifying the inlet cathode air and making deletion of the external humidifier
possible [148].

3.3.3. Fuel System

Hydrogen fuel stored inside high-pressure tanks (350–700 bar) is expanded and sup-
plied at the anode using a pressure reducer valve and an injector to avoid excessive anode
pressure gradient and damage across the FC membrane [27,71]. With a need for low-pressure
injection, the use of a fuel pump is usually avoided to minimise auxiliary loads and instead,
energy from the pressurized storage tank is directly used to inject fuel into the system,
requiring a minimum quantity of H2 to be left in the fuel tank before refuelling to maintain
sufficient operation pressure. Due to the accumulation of diffused nitrogen and excessive
water collection (flooding) from across the MEA, anode gases have to be purged regularly to
maintain an acceptable H2 partial pressure on the anode side supporting good FC reactivity,
performance and efficiency while also avoiding uneven humidification [176]. This situation
is usually handled through bleed, dead-end, purge, recirculation or combined type fuel
system operations [177]. A recirculation system may be used to avoid loss of hydrogen in
these purges by reusing the excess hydrogen from anode exit as inlet fuel (Figure 8) [71,178].
Apart from improving system efficiency by avoiding fuel loss, the H2 recirculation sys-
tem may also be used for other purposes such as the above mentioned internal cathode
self-humidification mechanism. Anode H2 recirculation may be done actively using a recir-
culating pump, blower or passively using ejector valves [177]. With the active method, the
fuel return rate can be precisely controlled according to the operating situation of the FCS,
giving a higher degree of control freedom at the expense of added parasitic losses. Using
passive ejectors, much higher FCS efficiency can be obtained while the component design
has to be adapted, especially the specific FC stack [179].

3.3.4. Thermal Management System

Thermal management of the fuel cell system is carried out by a cooling loop consisting
of a radiator heat exchanger, a pump for circulating the coolant to and from the radiator
and a fan to blow air over the radiator, improving heat rejection (Figure 8) [180]. Even with
better conversion efficiency, the cooling system of the FCS has to be much larger than that
of conventional ICE, as most of the heat loss is rejected to the FCS body, whose operating
temperature also needs to be lower (80 ◦C), further lowering the possible heat transfer
(Section 5.1.1) [181]. Due to the issue of ice formation and poor fuel cell performance at cold
temperatures, an electrical heater may also be employed in the cooling loop to help with
quick heat-up during sub-zero cold starts [158]. A deionizer filter may also be installed in
the cooling loop to avoid short circuits through the coolant water (Figure 8) [182].

3.4. Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel cell

Fuel cells (FC) can be defined as electrochemical devices that convert chemical potential
energy stored in the fuel (usually hydrogen) into DC electrical energy by reacting with
ambient or onboard stored oxygen [183]. The by-products of such a reaction are water and
heat loss, which need to be evacuated from the fuel cell assembly for its proper function-
ing [184]. Total decoupling of the power generation and energy storage is thus possible,
giving a substantial scope for improving these aspects over modern-day closed electrochem-
ical battery cells [1,19]. Depending on the used fuel (hydrogen carrier), cell voltage range,
operating temperature range and typical applications, fuel cells can be classified as polymer
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electrolyte membrane (PEMFC), alkaline (AFC), phosphoric acid (PAFC), molten carbonate
(MCFC), solid oxide (SOFC) and direct methanol (DMFC) type open cells [185–187]. Among
these fuel cell technologies, the operating temperature can range between 60–1000 ◦C [184].
Considering the impetus on compressed hydrogen (H2) as the future fuel for long-haul
HD sector decarbonisation, suited operating temperature range (80 ◦C), corresponding fast
start-up time, high power density, durability, technology maturity, and cost, the proton
exchange membrane (PEM) technology is currently being considered as the most viable fuel
cell solution and will now be discussed in detail [1,27]. The PEM FC is an open electrochem-
ical cell and requires a continuous supply of hydrogen and oxygen at regulated pressure,
temperature and humidity for efficient operation [27,171].

Hydrogen is supplied at the anode side (Figure 11) by the bipolar plate (BP) and travels
through the gas diffusion layer (GDL) to the catalyst layer (CL) (Figure 12). On contact
with platinum-based active material at the CL, it splits into hydrogen protons and electrons
through the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR). The proton exchange membrane (PEM)
allows for the transfer of only the hydrogen protons while the electrons are transported
to the cathode side through an external electrical circuit (Figure 12) [27]. On the cathode
side, oxygen (O2) is supplied by the BP, which travels through the GDL and reacts with
hydrogen protons coming from the PEM and externally transported electrons at the CL
through oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) (Figure 12). Water molecules are generated, which
need to be evacuated back through the GDL and BP. The electro-potential formed across the
anode and cathode from HOR and ORR sub-reactions can force the transported electrons
across the electrical load, generating DC electrical power (Figure 11). In the fuel cell stack,
the BP form a back-to-back electrical contact between the fuel cell pair anode and cathode,
and also hold the cooling channels for FC thermal management. The assembly of BPs, GDLs,
CLs and PEM forming the fuel cell unit are together known as the membrane electrolyte
assembly (MEA) (Figure 12).

Vf c = Eth − vact − vohm − vconc (2)

The fuel cell operating terminal voltage Vf c is affected by the generated thermody-
namic voltage, activation, ohmic and concentration voltage drops (Equation (2)).

• The open circuit voltage Eth is lower than the ideal Nerst voltage of the fuel cell
Enerst on account of reaction irreversibility and is derived by considering the second
law of thermodynamics for the above-discussed combined reaction (HOR + ORR)
(Equation (3)).

Eth =
∆H − Q
−2.F

(3)

Here, ∆H = −286 kJ/mol is the overall enthalpy change in the combined reaction
considering the exclusive emission of liquid water (higher calorific value), and Q is
the reversible heat under standard conditions. Overall, 2 is the number of electrons
participating in the reaction per molecule of H2 consumed, and F is the Faraday
number (96,485 C/mol). The actual terminal voltage of the fuel cell decreases as the
current density (current draw) across the MEA rises due to various loss mechanisms
discussed below (Figure 13).

• The combined redox reaction (HOR + ORR) requires overcoming a certain amount
of activation energy, which leads to cathode and anode side activation losses, and
corresponding voltage drop vact [188]. Its effect is most evident at low current draw
when the impact of other loss mechanisms is minor.

• Voltage drop due to electrical resistance against electron and proton mobility in the
electrodes and MEA leads to ohmic losses vohm [189]. The effect increases gradu-
ally with a rising current draw and is most evident starting from low towards high
current density.

• As the current density across the fuel cell increases from medium to higher levels, more
reactants are consumed at the electrodes. The sluggishness of their movement inside
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the GDL limits the movement of reactants across the electrodes, especially at higher
current density leading to lowering of the polarisation curve through concentration
voltage drop vconc [190–192].

Figure 11. Proton exchange membrane fuel cell hydrogen oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions
(HOR and ORR) at anode and cathode generating electropotential across the external electrical load.

Figure 12. Fuel cell membrane electrolyte assembly (MEA) comprising of bipolar plates (BP) with
cooling channels; gas diffusion layer (GDL); catalyst layer (CL); and proton exchange membrane
(PEM) along with corresponding ion transport mechanism [193].

Figure 13. Fuel cell ideal Nerst voltage Enerst, thermodynamic open circuit voltage Eth, polarisation
curve with actual terminal voltage Vf c and voltage drop due to activation Vact, ohmic Vohm and
concentration loss effects Vconc dominant across different parts of the current density range.
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3.5. Fuel Cell Ageing

Given the expected fourfold lifetime mileage of long-haul HD FCEVs compared to
light-duty applications, maintaining system durability and performance by minimising FCS
ageing is highly important for integrating fuel cell technology in the HD sector [194]. As
explained below in Section 5.1.1, FCS ageing will affect not only performance and efficiency,
but also the cooling requirement and, thus, auxiliary energy consumption. As a part of
the GIANTLEAP project, Zeljko et al. have discussed several degradation mechanisms
of PEMFC for HD applications [61]. They have listed mechanical, thermal and chemical
degradation of the membrane, activation, conductivity, mass transport rate, water manage-
ment losses of the CL, contamination, mass transfer and water management loss of the gas
diffusion layer and sealing gasket and bipolar plate failures along with conductivity loss as
the main ageing mechanisms and have detailed the corresponding mechanical, thermal,
chemical contamination, corrosion and humidity-related causes. Ageing mechanisms of
BoP components, especially air compressor and humidifier, and mitigating strategies for
extending FCS lifetime were also highlighted [195]. By quantifying the time scale of accel-
erated single fuel cell degradation test results with long-term stack level degradation rate,
ageing models were proposed [196]. Ferrara et al. have also listed critical FC degradation
phenomena such as carbon support corrosion, mechanical, catalyst, chemical and mem-
brane type degradation arising from temperature and humidity non-uniformity, reactant
starvation, potential cycling, air/H2 boundary distribution, sub-zero temperature opera-
tion, reactant crossover and high-temperature operation. These conditions are highly linked
with frequent start-up/shut-down cycles, transient load variations, and very low and high
power operation of the FCS [197]. Mayur et al. have modelled and compared transient
load sensitive degradation of FCS due to flow field dependant non-uniform distribution of
reactants across FC surface causing platinum dissolution at low load and spatial catalyst
dispersion at high load on different mission profiles [198]. Through experimental results
using segmented cell technology, Lin et al. have confirmed increased fuel cell degradation
under transient driving cycles with a pronounced performance drop at high current den-
sity [199]. Using 3D ageing model simulation, Karpenko-Jereb et al. have shown that the FC
current density decay is non-uniform and depends on local temperature, relative humidity,
voltage and gas concentrations across the active surface area of the cell [200]. In case of
FC dehydration over a long period of time, the MEA shows degradation with the crystal
structure of the membrane being destroyed to an extent and the electrochemical activity of
the membrane being affected [201]. Pathways for mitigating FCS ageing can be classified
into three categories: component design optimisation at the FCS product development
level, ageing mitigating strategies at the FCS operation level and hybrid strategies at the
complete FCEV powertrain level.

• Design changes in the inlet flow field, air-fuel system and the MEA structure can lower
non-uniformity of humidity, reactant concentration, temperature and pressure across
FC surface under extreme operating conditions such as rapid transients, sub-zero cold
starts, very low and high load. In terms of materials, membrane reinforcement by poly-
tetrafluoroethylene binder (PTFE) has been shown to improve FC lifetime. Chemical
and electrochemical performance could be extended by incorporating inhibitors, free-
radical stabilisers and sacrificial materials in the membrane. Platinum dissolution can
be lowered by changing the CL design and using Pt-based compounds. By changing
the design of PTFE and ionomer using water-blocking components, water retention
can be improved on the anode side to lower carbon corrosion issues. Increasing the
PTFE content can also improve the water management ability of the GDL. Coating
with noble metals, nitrides or carbide-based alloys is the current subject for bipolar
plate ageing mitigation. However, the coating can lead to reduced mechanical strength
and fractures under high load, especially under repeated thermal cycling, and is a
subject of current research [195].
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• By using intelligent control strategies at the FCS level, flow field non-uniformity can
be further lowered by preparing the FCS for immediate operating events, especially
under transient driving conditions in terms of humidity, boost pressure, electrode
reactant concentrations, preconditioning of BoP components, etc. Membrane reliability
can be improved by maintaining high relative humidity and water content, especially
at the reactant inlets. The durability of the CL can be improved by maintaining ap-
propriate conditions such as relative humidity and low temperature throughout the
operation [195]. Strategies against sub-zero cold starts and ice formation that are known
to accelerate the degradation of the CL and MEA are discussed in Section 5.1.2.

• The effect of transient driving, sub-zero cold starts, very high and low load operation
can be further lowered by regulating the load demand from the FCS in different parts
of the drive cycle using the added degree of freedom from the hybridised FCEV pow-
ertrain. This will include the usage of OTA predictive route information (Section 4.3)
to estimate upcoming FCS ageing-inducing situations and preparing the ESS state of
energy, temperature and FCS reactant concentrations, humidity, temperature, pressure
for these events (further elaboration in Sections 4 and 5).

4. Energy Management Strategies and Multi-Level Control

FCEVs feature complex powertrains with more than one power source, load and inter-
mittent energy buffers requiring cumulative, robust and optimal management of different
subsystems to minimise overall H2 fuel consumption and, in the case of a plug-in vehicle,
also grid electricity consumption while maintaining operational safety. Other important
objectives of powertrain management could include extending the remaining useful life
(RUL) of key components such as the FCS and HV battery for meeting the long expected
mileage requirement of HD vehicles [202]. Energy management aims at optimal power flow
from available power sources (i.e., FCS, HV battery) and, in case of integrated management
with eco-driving, eco-comfort strategies, also power users (i.e., eDrive, cooling system,
auxiliary loads) running the subsystems at overall high efficiency and thereby achieving the
above-discussed fuel economy goals while assuring functional safety. Thermal management
mainly focuses on the control of separate or integrated cooling loops to provide necessary
cooling or heating to regulate desired component temperatures while minimising corre-
sponding auxiliary load consumption, component losses and extending RUL (Section 5).
With the similarities of more than one power source, onboard energy storage and possible
energy recuperation during braking, the control approach used in HD hybrid powertrains
can act as a starting point for FCEV energy and thermal management systems (EMS and
TMS) [108].

Implementation of powertrain control, including energy and thermal management
systems in an integrated multi-level framework, can facilitate the application of complex
optimisation-based strategies onto real-time vehicle controllers by calculating lower control
layers at the required smaller time steps while higher supervisory calculations are run at
larger time steps or even on external resources (cloud), thereby minimising the overall
onboard computational efforts [203,204]. Such a multi-levelled framework also supports
separate development, modification and testing of individual layers and smoother transla-
tion of the developed strategies onto changing vehicle architectures, varying component
sizes and powertrain specifications, further assisting in the fast industrialisation of such
technologies. In the proposed multi-layer EMS shown in Figure 14, the safety and control
layers regulate the functioning of different powertrain subsystems inside their operating
limits (FCS, ESS, eDrive, transmission, cooling systems, HVAC, auxiliaries) outputting
powertrain control signals for various subsystem actuators, based on high-level commands
from the decision layer. The decision layer translates optimal powertrain state targets (SoC,
component temperatures, etc.) and other supporting recommendations from the supervisor
layer into high-level decision variables such as optimal power split and cooling system
heat evacuation rate for the control layer. Based on a priori predictive plant interpretations
from the external layer, the supervisor layer calculates the optimal set-points of various
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powertrain states throughout future spatial or temporal evolution of the mission profile for
the decision layer aimed at minimisation of fuel/energy consumption, the extension of FCS
and ESS RUL, meeting end of cycle SoC requirement and other objectives. The external
layer forms the link between the plant (vehicle-environment-driver) and the multi-layer
EMS, generating predictive interpretations of usable values (traction power, SoC, tempera-
ture predictions) based on a priori information from geographic information systems (GIS)
to support the above mentioned optimisation goals while also assuring functional safety.

The following sections first give a brief overview of the control techniques and chal-
lenges involved in regulating different FCEV powertrain subsystems such as FCS, eDrive,
DC/DC power converters and ESS and then expands on the energy management tech-
niques and the scope of V2X connectivity in further improving their effectiveness, whereas
thermal management approach suited to HD FCEVs and related control strategies will be
discussed in Section 5.

Figure 14. Integrated multi-level energy and thermal management framework including external
layer, supervisor layer, decision layer, control layer and safety layer for complete powertrain control.

4.1. Powertrain Control and Safety

The following control modules and techniques of important subsystems of an FCEV
powertrain (i.e., FCS, DC/DC converters and HV bus, eDrive and transmission, ESS) form
the control and safety layers of the above-discussed multi-level framework translating
high-level EMS/TMS commands from decision layer (e.g., optimal power split, heat evacu-
ation rate set points, etc.) to actual actuator control command signals depending on their
operating states and functional safety limits (Figure 14).

4.1.1. Electric Drive and Transmission Control Units

In an electric drive, the principal responsibility of the inverter is to convert the DC
voltage from the DC bus to AC voltage to generate a rotating magnetic flux in the electric
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machine and charge the battery through rectification during regenerative braking. Typi-
cally, the eDrive control technique significantly influences motor characteristics, lifespan,
and energy consumption. The motor control calculates the correct inverter instantaneous
output voltage and current based on the driver wheel torque demand, chosen gear and
the measurements of the motor phase current. With this, the switching pattern of the gates
is calculated based on the chosen modulation method. The eDrive control techniques for
traction systems can be classified into three types: direct torque control (DTC), field ori-
ented control (FOC) and model predictive control (MPC) [205,206]. DTC is adopted where
a dual-motor propulsion system is utilized [207]. The DTC uses two hysteresis controllers
based on the dynamic response of the reference flux and reference speed.The DTC scheme
exhibits a fast transient response, fewer dependencies on EM parameters and simple tuning.
However, DTC faces challenges in controlling the torque and flux at very low rotational
speeds [208]. The FOC is implemented as indirect or direct, depending on the method used
for rotor flux identification. This control scheme independently controls torque and rotor
flux based on a synchronous reference frame. The FOC features low torque ripple and low
total harmonic distortion (THD), while it has small bandwidth for current control and high
tuning parameter dependency [208]. Finally, the MPC employs a one-step predictive cost
function in the control scheme. MPC calculates voltage vectors directly using a variant pre-
dictive technique. MPC depicts the fastest dynamic response and large current bandwidth
while costing a larger computational burden [209].

When a multi-speed transmission is used to fulfil wheel torque and speed range
requirements, appropriate gear selection may be made using conventional speed and
torque-dependent strategies or using optimisation aimed at minimisation of traction chain
losses, shift time and jerk energy while being able to respect the critical vehicle perfor-
mance requirements [210–215]. Transmission input–output shaft speeds are traditionally
synchronised through clutches and synchroniser rings. Given the low inertia, fast response
and multi-quadrant torque capability when disengaged, the eDrive can pre-synchronise
with the output shaft to achieve fast gear shifting with minimal losses, reduced jerk energy
and transmission wear [216,217]. If more than one electric machines form the traction
chain, discontinuity in wheel torque delivery and shifting losses can be minimised using
torque-supported gear shifts where torque demand is partially supported by one EM when
gear shifting of the second EM is taking place.

4.1.2. Fuel Cell Control Unit

The fuel cell control unit (FCCU) governs the operation of the complete fuel cell system
to efficiently deliver the electrical current drawn by the HV DC/DC boost converter and
includes the air system, H2 fuel system and thermal system regulation. The FCCU manages
the sequence of different control modes in the FCS such as start-up, running, shut-down,
and fail-safe; avoids operating points known for damaging the FC and restricts functioning
inside FCS safety constraints [61]. Power demand from the FCS is corrected with losses
in BoP components and DC/DC converter. The main control objectives of the air system
are mass flow rate based on power demand, cathode side air pressure, air excess ratio
and humidity, which are regulated through PI control of the compressor speed, exhaust
throttle valve position and humidifier operation [171]. Compressor mass flow rate dm f eed
is regulated to maintain a certain air excess ratio λair depending on the electrical load
current IFCS drawn by the DC/DC converter and the amount of H2 fuel being injected
(Equations (4) and (5)).

dm f eed = λair dmstochio (4)

Stoichiometric air mass flow rate dmstochio is dependent on load current draw from the
stack Istck and is calculated using number of fuel cells Ncell , relative molar mass of oxygen
MO2, stoichiometric air-H2 ratio λstochio, mass fraction of O2 in the air RO2 and the Faraday
number (96,485 C/mol) [218].
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dmstochio =
Ncell Istck MO2 λstochio

4 F RO2
(5)

On the anode side, H2 fuel injection is regulated after expansion, depending on the
instantaneous air amount in the FC and also the FCS electrical load drawn by the DC/DC
boost converter. H2 mass flow rate dmH2 is also dependent on load current from the stack
Istck and is calculated using relative molar mass of hydrogen MH2 and H2 excess ratio λH2
(1–1.05) (Equation (6)) [218].

dmH2 =
Ncell Istck MH2 λH2

2 F
(6)

The anode side must be purged strategically to avoid an excess gas pressure gradient to
maintain MEA safety or unwanted water collection during shut-down for facilitating the
next cold start. A recirculation pump is used to recuperate excess H2, which might otherwise
be lost in such a gas purge. Balogun et al. have experimentally found that pressure gradient
from anode towards cathode has great potential in improving FC operating efficiency [219].
However, an excessive anode–cathode pressure gradient may cause damage to the MEA
and thus becomes another important fuel loop control parameter [220]. Control strategies
aimed at the robust and smooth FCS response usually try to synchronise the DC/DC boost
converter control, injected fuel and the air system regulation to attain faster FCS response,
efficiency and longevity. Optimal, safe and energy-efficient operation of the FCS under
transient conditions using global extremum seeking power tracking regulation of intake
air and hydrogen injection has been developed and compared by Bizon et al. Significant
fuel efficiency improvements of 6.6%, 4.4%, and 13.7% have been seen for their combined
global extremum seeking control of air, fuel and air–fuel intake ratio over static feed-forward
control, respectively [117]. Relative humidity of input H2 has a minimal effect, whereas that
of intake air can highly impact electrode water content, thereby affecting the performance,
efficiency and lifetime of the FC [201]. Pressure drop across the fuel cell can be used to judge
the state electrode humidity and water content across the PEM (dehydration or flooding)
depending on which, active measures (regulating reaction water formation and evacuation)
and passive control (air humidification) can be governed to maintain performance, efficiency
and extend RUL [201]. Depending on the operating conditions, the cooling fan, pump,
thermostat valve and heater are controlled to closely follow the temperature set points and
secondary commands such as cold start from the thermal management strategies, which are
further described in Section 5. In some situations, a temperature-dependent power derating
strategy might also be considered wherein the FCS power output is limited to reduce losses
and maintain or lower component temperature instead of inefficiently spending energy on
the cooling system [61].

4.1.3. DC Bus Management

The main function of the DC/DC converter is to boost the DC bus voltage of the eDrive
during the low battery SoC or FCS terminal voltage operation to keep the output at the
rated value so that the torque/speed operating range is always satisfied and could even be
extended [1]. Thus, the higher DC bus voltage ensures lower EM and inverter losses across
the speed spectrum [121]. The DC/DC converter utilises a cascaded control configuration,
which comprises a fast inner current control loop (i.e., 1/10 of switching frequency, fsw)
and a slow outer voltage control loop (i.e., 1/10 of inner control loop bandwidth) [118,221].
These two control loops are synchronised with the driver torque command inputs and the
inverter’s modulation ratio to ensure the powertrain’s transient efficiency while minimising
noise. HV DC/DC converter depicts highly nonlinear and damped characteristics due to its
switching behaviour. Hence, developing a rigid and stable control structure is essential to
achieve a fixed regulated DC bus output voltage based on the varying voltage level of power
sources [222]. The control strategy of the HV DC/DC converter found in the literature can be
categorised into two groups: (a) proportional–integral (PI) control and (b) rule-based control.
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PI control is a feedback-oriented control where the error is calculated from the difference
between the set-point and the actual response. This type of controller aims to attain zero
error between the set-point and actual response irrespective of measurement channel. On
the other hand, a rule-based control structure is developed to bring unique features to the
existing control structure (e.g., loss minimisation, input ripple current minimisation, output
voltage ripple minimisation, settling time and stability improvement, etc.).

4.1.4. Battery Management System

The battery management system (BMS) is responsible for the assessment of different
operating aspects and assuring the safety of the HV battery pack ESS. Some of the primary
functions of the BMS are listed below:

• State of charge (SoC) and state of energy (SoE) estimation using methods such as
coulomb counting; cell characteristics estimation including open circuit voltage, re-
maining charge capacity, impedance spectroscopy; using model-based methods like
Kalman filter and observers; using data-driven methods including deep learning and
neural networks [223].

• State of health (SoH) and remaining useful life (RUL) assessment through periodic
measurement of remaining charge capacity, model-based methods and indirect health
indicators based on terminal voltage, temperature and current [223,224].

• Individual cell and cell strand charge balancing is carried out periodically or continu-
ously to minimise deviation in SoC and SoE across battery cells and strands arising
out of the cell and pack production imperfections, and ageing are other essential
tasks governed by the BMS. It is done to avoid over-charging/discharging of some
cells, maintain the pack’s full usable charge capacity and extend individual cells and,
thus, overall battery pack life with the possibility of better usage. Active balancing
involves the transfer of energy across different cells through a dedicated combination
of inductors and capacitors. In contrast, passive balancing is carried out by dissi-
pating excessive individual cell energy on resistive shunt loads to minimise pack
charge deviations [225]. Active over passive balancing during plug-in charging can
substantially improve overall powertrain round-trip efficiency due to the large range
of SoC and continuous high power operation, which makes the effect of cell imbalance
more pronounced [226]. The hybrid balancing approach combines the advantages
of passive and active balancing approaches, as a module-level active balancing cir-
cuit, with a cost-effective cell-level passive balancing for simplifying the control and
communication system of the BMS [227].

• Minimising battery pack degradation and ageing by supporting FCEV multi-criteria
energy and thermal management strategies [228].

• Respecting charge and discharge current limits at various states of SoC, SoH and
temperature by interacting with energy management strategies during FCEV traction
operation or with on-board/off-board charger module during plug-in operation,
assuring constant current and constant voltage charging under different states [229].

• Fault detection based on state estimation, predicting and avoiding thermal run-away
and electrical safety cut-off using protection circuits [223,230].

4.2. Onboard Energy Management

Management of onboard power flow between different sources (FCS, HV battery,
SC) and power consumers in the vehicle (eDrive, cooling system and auxiliary loads)
towards efficient utilisation of available fuel/electrical energy is carried out through the
implementation of energy management strategies. Other objectives such as the extension of
HV battery and FCS RUL, sustaining a certain level of battery state of charge (SoC) towards
the end of the driving mission, maintaining energy efficient passenger comfort (HVAC) and
component temperatures (eco-comfort) are usually also included in these strategies [231,232].
For long-haul hybrid operation with the FCS acting as the main prime mover, the end-of-
cycle battery SoC is usually maintained around at least its initial value (SoC sustaining mode)
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to ensure repeatable powertrain operation on the subsequent journeys and for making a
fair analysis of the fuel consumption with the insignificant impact of ESS energy storage
deviations coming from nonlinear characteristics. In the case of a plug-in fuel cell HDV, it is
desired that the end-of-cycle SoC reaches a set low value (SoC depleting mode) to favour
the usage of grid electricity over H2 fuel, which could also depend on the next available
charging opportunity and its duration.

Energy management strategies using little to no a priori route information that are
implementable in real-time when considering limited onboard calculation power are known
as online strategies. They can be used on actual vehicles, in the control-oriented model
in the loop (MIL) simulations and hardware in the loop (HIL) validations. Strategies
that are non-causal, globally optimal, requiring detailed a priori route and vehicle states
information, and too calculation intensive for their onboard implementation are known as
offline strategies. They are instead used to represent and understand the optimal system
behaviour as benchmarks for developing online control logic or for generating predictive
optimal powertrain state trajectories for the EMS (SoC, component temperatures, etc.). The
section below lists some of the common online and offline energy management strategies
currently implemented for HD FCEV applications which can form supervisor and decision
layers of the multi-layer EMS framework (Figure 14).

4.2.1. Conventional Strategies

In thermostat control strategy (TCS), load demand is shuffled between the FCS and
ESS in an On/Off manner depending on their states (usually lower and higher bounds
of battery SoC) while aiming for primary source functioning (FCS) at its most efficient
operating point. This switching is repeated periodically through the mission profile and
may lead to a significant deviation between the initial and final battery SoC at the end of the
drive cycle [233]. In load levelling, the FCS is again run at its most optimal point throughout
the drive cycle, except during regenerative braking, very load operation and unless the
battery experiences too high SoC. The fluctuations in power demand from traction and
auxiliary loads against FCS power output are levelled by the charging and discharging of
the ESS [234]. In load following (LF) strategy, apart from in low FCS efficiency zones (at
very low and high power demands), the changes in power requirement are supported by
varying the FCS power output with minimal utilisation of the onboard battery to cover the
transients, very high power demand and regenerative braking [234].

4.2.2. Frequency Decoupling (FD)

Here, the load demand is distributed between FCS and onboard ESS depending on
the nature and frequency of its variations to avoid fast transients of the FCS and high
power draws from the ESS for extending RUL [122,202]. Azib et al. have demonstrated
a supercapacitor based cost-effective single DC/DC conversion topology using cascaded
control of the DC link with the bus capacitor filtering very high frequency and SC levelling
high power loads for FCS efficient operation and lifetime enhancement. Thus, the FCS is
used to supply low-frequency power demands while SC fulfils mid-frequency demands
and regulates DC link voltage [122]. It was found that unregulated DC bus with high
transients accelerates FCS ageing [122].

4.2.3. Rule Based (RB)

FCEV power source management and operating mode selection (battery, fuel cell,
boosting, charging, Off power modes) through predefined fixed or supervised rules de-
pending on the magnitude of power demand, onboard battery SoC and other system states
such as temperature is known as a rule-based strategy [202]. In the above-discussed energy
management strategies, the main focus is on the optimal running of the FCS while the
effect of battery losses is ignored, making them relatively sub-optimal [235]. For sustaining
battery SoC of all the above-discussed strategies, the FCS prime mover power output or its
activation threshold can be directly or periodically modified [234].
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4.2.4. Equivalent Consumption Minimisation Strategy (ECMS)

ECMS, derived from Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP), is based on an in-direct
optimisation approach and distributes load power demand between the FCS and ESS
considering instantaneous minimisation of their equivalent fuel and onboard energy con-
sumption [236,237]. The optimisation problem gets shifted to the evaluation of battery
co-state λ equivalence factors (EF) for balancing H2—ESS power and offline calculation of
steady-state optimal power split maps for minimising equivalent consumption (Figure 7),
which are then implemented onto the actual vehicle [238–242].

PH2equi = PH2(PFCS) + λ Pbatt(PESS, SoC) (7)

The Hamiltonian cost function PH2equi to be minimised considers H2 consumption
rate (fuel power) along with a normalised battery state of energy deviation rate (electrical
power) [234,243]. Here, PH2 and Pbatt are the instantaneous hydrogen fuel and internal
battery power depending on the power demand from FCS PFCS, battery PESS and battery
state of charge SoC affecting its losses. Using adaptive ECMS, the onboard ESS energy can
be sustained around the set level by varying power output from the FCS through periodic
or continuous regulation of the EF costates by making ESS power cheaper or expensive as
compared to FCS power [237,238,244,245]. ECMS can also accommodate multiple objectives
in the main cost function by adding corresponding co-states (weights) and their evolution
from desired values (FCS and battery ageing, drivability) [246]. Predictive ECMS based
on a priori route information considering maximisation of onboard energy storage while
respecting SoC sustaining and other operating constraints has been demonstrated by Kamal
et al. By comparing this strategy with other ways of energy management such as rule-
based, fuzzy logic control and standard ECMS, they have shown better results with such
an approach [247].

The above-discussed EMS strategies are primarily suited for the decision layer of the
multi-level EMS framework. They could also be implemented for cooling system heat
evacuation rate and HVAC commands apart from power demand distribution (Figure 14).

4.2.5. Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC)

Originally derived from fuzzy set theory by Zadeh [248], this strategy can be consid-
ered an extension of the rule-based strategy, which uses generalised engineering experience,
heuristic logic and reasoning to calculate a set of powertrain mode selection rules [108,249].
The controller consists of multiple levels comprising input quantisation, fuzzification, rea-
soning, inverse fuzzification, and output quantisation [235]. Input variables are grouped
into fuzzy input sets using membership functions, which are then mapped to fuzzy output
sets using predefined fuzzy rules. This is followed by inverse fuzzification, where the out-
put sets are converted back to implementable commands through the use of membership
functions [112,202]. This method provides robust control, easier applicability and adapta-
tion due to the lack of mathematical controls and models [250]. Fuzzy logic strategy can
further be optimised offline in the supervisor and external layer using PSO, GA and other
algorithms or adapted to predicted or current operating situations using learning-based
methods such as neural network and machine learning [108]. FLC has seen an application
for the decision layer as well as supervisor and external layers in the multi-level EMS
framework (with learning and prediction algorithms for scenario recognition) (Figure 14).

4.2.6. Model Predictive Control (MPC)

MPC controller uses a simplified system model to predict the effect of varying control
input on the system states and an optimiser to decide on the optimal control value for
minimising the deviation between desired and actual state. The internal model predicts
system behaviour for the selected control input over a prediction horizon of fixed time steps
based on which the optimiser calculates the applicable control over a control horizon of
few time steps using direct optimisation methods, out of which only the first control value
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is implemented [251,252]. State feedback from the actual plant is also taken at fixed time
steps to improve robustness and tracking of the desired objective, whereas control outputs
from the MPC are sent back to the plant at the same discreet fixed time steps. MPC can
easily accommodate multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control problems based on defined
weights for tracking the different objectives [253,254]. MPC has seen applications in the
decision layer (multi-objective power split or cooling system heat evacuation commands)
as well as supervisor and external layers (calculating SoC, temperature set points, vehicle
speed objectives) [204,255] in the context of the above multi-level framework (Figure 14).
Ferrara et al. have simulated and compared the behaviour of different energy management
power split strategies such as ECMS, MPC and rule-based methods for HD FCEV trucks on
real-world derived mission profiles and payloads for combined cost function minimisation
comprising of H2 fuel consumption and FCS ageing [197].

4.2.7. Dynamic Programming (DP)

Initially introduced by Bellman, DP solves a global optimisation problem through
its time-based decomposition into sub-problems. Techniques such as backtracking and
branch-and-bound are used along with search algorithms to find the optimal control solu-
tion [256]. DP, however, suffers from the issue of dimensionality, wherein the complexity
and computational efforts grow exponentially for an increasing number of system opti-
misation states [202]. DP is known to deliver globally optimal solutions that can be used
to understand the best possible approach or as a benchmark for evaluation of other low
computation strategies if a priori drive cycle information is known, while its real-time im-
plementation is not commonly seen [257,258]. In multi-level energy management systems
(EMS), DP can be applied to the actual powertrain in supervisor layers using over-the-air
route information to calculate optimal set-points for battery SoC, component temperatures,
co-state equivalence factors and multi-objective weights by running calculations at much
larger time steps than required for real-time control and consuming lower computational
efforts [259]. Another application could be the offline tuning of heuristic, and rule-based
strategies, which are then implemented to online powertrain control [260]. For higher fuel
economy and powertrain durability, Du et al. have used DP to optimise a rule-based energy
management strategy applied to an FCEV and have shown up to 6.46% improvement over
fixed RBS while running Worldwide Harmonized Light-duty Test Cycle cycle [261]. When
applying DP to actual powertrain management problems, drive cycle or route prediction
uncertainty can be covered by introducing probability-based stochastic variables, making it
Stochastic DP [231]. DP has seen some application in control and decision layers (discreet
sub-problems such as gear shifting) [203,204] but is primarily seen in the supervisor layer
(SoC, temperature reference, vehicle speed set-points) (Figure 14).

4.2.8. Learning Based Strategies

Learning-based algorithms may be used to tune and adapt EMS techniques to deliver
plant and drive cycle-specific improved performance or in recognition of mission profiles
and driver behaviour for precise operation of predictive EMS strategies [108]. Supervised
learning trains using labelled data and can then apply learnt rules to new data while
also extrapolating the logic to unknown cases, whereas unsupervised learning is used to
recognise patterns in unlabelled data [202]. Learning based on recurrent neural networks
(RNN) can be used for more complex applications such as efficient powertrain mode
selection depending on driver behaviour instead of mission profile [262]. Reinforcement
learning (RL) is known for interacting with the plant (vehicle-driver-environment) for
maximising instantaneous and value function-based estimated rewards. By not using a
constant model to represent the plant, RL can adapt to system variations, changes and
disturbances quickly [263]. In multi-level EMS, these strategies have seen application in
the supervisor and external layer for route or driver behaviour recognition used to select
optimal parameters for the lower control layers (Figure 14).
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4.2.9. Game Theory (GT)

For driver performance demand-based instead of cycle speed-based EMS, game theory
technique could be used for optimal control, wherein the driver intentions (leader) and
vehicle consumption minimisation (follower) act as two non-cooperative players with
conflicting goals [264]. The strategy considers that the driver inputs may be aimed at
something other than efficiency maximisation. Online real-time implementation of GT can
be computationally demanding even though the algorithm complexity is lower than that
seen in DP due to the use of MPC like receding horizon [265].

4.2.10. Other Optimisation Techniques

Generic search space optimisation methods can be used to calculate the supervisor
layer global optimal energy management solution in conjunction with the above-discussed
EMS techniques or can be directly implemented in an offline manner because of the high
computation costs, which are suited for limited applications. Convex optimisation (CO)
is an approach to finding the optimal solution for convex and feasible problems by using
derivative-based solving algorithms. Power split control for energy management in FCEV
powertrains tends to be non-convex and non-linear, making this approach less favourable.
However, it can still be applied through convexification using approximated and simplified
control problems. However, oversimplification can lead to less accurate and sometimes
infeasible solutions from CO [202]. Derivative-free search algorithms are better suited to such
optimisation problems, including stochastic techniques such as simulated annealing (SA),
genetic algorithm (GA), and particle swarm optimisation algorithm (PSO) [108,266,267].

4.3. Predictive Management and V2X Connectivity

From the external layer of the multi-level framework (Figure 14), V2X communication
could support the supervisor layer in mission-specific energy and thermal management
optimisation through the exchange of relevant a priori information between the HD FCEV
and its surroundings, traffic, driver, other road vehicles and refuelling/charging infrastruc-
ture to achieve not only higher levels of safety, but also savings in fuel/energy expenditure,
mission profile duration and subsystems ageing (Figure 14).

• Eco-routing: Through the exchange of over-the-air (OTA) route data from geographic
information systems (GIS), eco-routing strategies select the best possible route be-
tween the starting point and destination, considering model-based minimisation of
energy/fuel expenditure and journey duration depending on the availability of H2
refuelling infrastructure [268–270].

• Platooning: Using communication between following HDVs (V2V), along with eco-
route and traffic information, the concept of platooning could be implemented by
making vehicles closely follow each other on the highway (drafting), reducing col-
lective aerodynamic drag resistance and minimising fleet fuel consumption while
improving safety through synchronised advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)
as demonstrated in the ENSEMBLE project [271–273].

• Digital twin: Digital twins placed in the external layer are cloud-based model repre-
sentations of the HD vehicle subsystems, which can be used for precise forecasts of
vehicle states along the mission profile and corresponding predictive optimisation of
state set-points such as battery SoC and component temperatures towards optimal
energy management and extension of FCS and ESS RUL. Digital twin models are
periodically updated by referring to changing vehicle behaviour along its lifetime,
thereby improving the precision and robustness of related predictions and optimi-
sation strategies. Route-based predictive energy management for minimising fuel
consumption as well as ageing of FCS and HV battery based on digital twin model
technology has been shown by AVL [274].
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• Eco-driving: Eco-driving algorithms could then be implemented to calculate optimal
vehicle speed profile recommendations based on selected route and traffic data to min-
imise overall consumption of wheel traction energy and travel duration [275–277]. The
next level of eco-driving could be its integration with onboard energy management,
parallelly calculating the optimal driver speed profile recommendation (propulsion
load) and the corresponding power split between the battery and FCS while now
taking into account two states of energy buffers, the onboard ESS as well as vehicle
kinetic and potential energy [268,278,279].

• Eco-fuelling/eco-charging: Predefined drive cycle information can also be used to
regulate the fuelling/charging patterns of a fleet of vehicles to reduce time and energy
losses during refuelling or plug-in charging operations. The scope could further cover
pre-conditioning of refuelling stations, onboard ESS and vehicle fleet-level downtime
minimisation [141].

5. Thermal Management

Thermal management of HD FCEV powertrains comprises cooling and heating of main
subsystems, including FCS, HV battery pack, eDrive, DC/DC power electronics converters
and regulation of the cabin HVAC system for assuring safety, longevity, efficient component
operation and passenger comfort while minimising the overall energy expenditure of the
thermal system depending on intended mission profile and ambient conditions.

5.1. FCS

Refer to Section 3.3.4 and Figure 8 for general FCS cooling/heating system architecture,
which is included in the BoP components. The below sections expand on FCS cooling,
low-temperature cold start challenges and suitable energy-efficient control strategies.

5.1.1. FCS Cooling

Due to the limited conversion efficiency (35–65%), narrow operating temperature
range (70–90 ◦C), low-grade waste heat (lower temperature when compared to traditional
ICE) and the fact that a minimal amount of heat loss is evacuated through the exhaust
matter (4–6%), FCS becomes the premier element in the cooling requirements of FCEV
powertrains [280,281]. With FCS ageing, both the efficiency and performance of the system
reduce, requiring operation at a higher load point to satisfy the same power demand,
leading to a compounded increase in heat loss [274]. Buyens et al. have suggested that for
a 20% drop in the end-of-life operating efficiency, the amount of heat to be evacuated could
increase by up to 60% due to this compounding effect [281]. The cooling system for FCS
thus has to be oversized to cover the impact of ageing, which can lead to a significant rise in
aerodynamic drag resistance and auxiliary load. Compared to conventional ICE or hybrid
powertrains, although the operating efficiency of the FCS tends to be much higher, the
amount of heat needed to be evacuated is also greater owing to the above-discussed effects.
Fraser et al. have further shown that when comparing a gasoline engine operating at 33%
with a typical FCS at 52% efficiency, given the lesser exhaust heat evacuation capability
and 20–25 ◦C coolant temperature difference, radiator specific heat rejection and cooling
performance of the FCS has to be 1.5 to 2 times greater [281].

Like other significant components, FCS waste heat in heavy-duty applications is gen-
erally evacuated through a dedicated cooling loop with a combination of liquid cooling
solution, radiative and convective ambient heat loss along with a small amount of heat
evacuation through exiting gases and water vapour formation [282]. Apart from main-
taining the overall system temperature in the desired range, the objective is also to retain
temperature homogeneity throughout the FC stack. Chen et al. have discussed waste heat
generation mechanisms, material thermal properties, cold start fundamentals, thermal man-
agement, and cooling techniques of typical automotive FCS [283]. They have elaborated
on the impact of thermal effects on FCS durability with issues such as component delami-
nation, material degradation, and cathode layer crack formation under very hot and cold
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sub-zero temperatures. Baroutaji et al. have compared different PEMFC cooling techniques,
including air cooling, heat spreaders (conductive material, heat pipes, vapour chambers),
water or nanofluid-based liquid cooling and phase-change heat evacuation methods such
as evaporative and boiling according to the FCS power level and have suggested liquid and
phase change cooling as most suited solutions for FCEV applications [284]. The FC stack
cooling radiator’s performance was experimentally evaluated and simulated under various
real-world operating conditions by Lee et al. [285]. They have shown that when comparing
highway and uphill operation, despite 12.5% higher heat load in highway running, the
cooling performance was better compared to the uphill situation due to the greater airflow
rates linked to higher air speeds.

5.1.2. FCS Cold Start Strategies

During a cold start from subzero ambient conditions, ice accumulation in various fuel
cell layers (membrane, CL, GDL) from the freezing of residual cathode catalyst water of
the previous operation can lead to various malfunctions and difficulties. The presence of
ice can inhibit the diffusion of reactants, protons and electrons through the MEA assembly
and can also cover up the active surface area of the CL causing reduced performance [286].
A decrease in cell voltage and MEA conductivity are experienced by the fuel cell during
low-temperature cold starts leading to reduced performance of the FCS at the beginning
of the driving mission. Repeated subzero cold starts with heavy ice formation can cause
mechanical stress on various MEA layers, delamination, degradation and reduction in the
service life of the fuel cell assembly [194,287]. Quick heat-up to operating temperature
and its maintenance is thus an essential thermal management consideration for improving
overall powertrain efficiency and extending FC lifetime. Below are some of the subzero fuel
cell cold start strategies currently being considered for handling the issue of ice formation
and quick FC heat-up:

• Start current variation: An increase of current drawn (power output) from the FC at
the beginning of the cold start can be used to generate excess heat from lower efficiency
(increased current density) for quick ice meltdown [194]. However, as higher current
is drawn, especially at well below freezing temperatures (−25 ◦C), substantial water
formation occurs, which can refreeze in subzero temperature parts of the CL and
surrounding membrane or GDL. Start current variation strategy is thus a trade-off
between improving heat generation while minimising more ice formation due to the
FC’s running and respecting the upper bound of the onboard energy storage due to
surplus power generation. Saturation of the CL due to excessive water formation and
its freezing from this strategy before the temperature reaches melting point can also
lead to a failed cold start [288,289].

• External heating: As discussed in Section 3.3.4, an external positive temperature
coefficient (PTC) resistive heater can be used to pre-heat coolant fluid and assist in
faster warm-up of FC to the above-freezing temperature at the expense of onboard
electrical energy [290].

• Active voltage control: The efficiency of the FC can be actively degraded by lowering
the FC polarisation curve to generate more heat even at lower current density, pro-
moting fast ice melting and cold start while avoiding excess water formation. The
polarisation curve voltage can be lowered by controlling the cathode stoichiometry,
reactant concentrations (starving), partial pressures and FC current density. FC cold
start using active voltage control has been found to be more effective and efficient
than the external heating technique [289].

• Dry purge shut down: Purging of residual water just after the previous shut-down
using air or hydrogen can be carried out to minimise ice formation and thus promote
faster cold starts [288,291].

The optimal strategy aimed at fast FCS sub-zero cold start with minimum energy
expenditure may be a combination of more than one of the above-mentioned techniques
depending on the operating conditions such as ambient temperature, onboard battery
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SoC, intake air humidity, etc. [290]. It has been found that under sub-zero starting condi-
tions, intake air humidity plays a more significant role than the air temperature in MEA
conductivity and in achieving a quick and effective cold start [289,292].

5.2. Waste Heat Recovery

Heat energy loss from charge air cooler and FCS body can be partially recovered,
stored and reused in the FCEV through techniques derived from HD hybrid powertrains
such as electrical energy generation using organic rankine cycle (ORC) and direct thermo-
electricity generation (TEG) [284,293]. Liu et al. have investigated the effect of operating
temperature and fuel cell current density on the efficiency of ORC waste heat recovery
(WHR) as well as combined system efficiency (FCS + ORC) [294]. Using R134a ORC, this
system efficiency could be further increased by 5.84%. Their results also indicated that with
an increase in working temperature, both FCS and ORC efficiencies rise. In contrast, with
an increase in current density, system efficiency falls, although ORC efficiency remains the
same. He et al. have compared the thermodynamic efficiency of ORC heat recovery with
a heat pump combined ORC system and have shown greater feasibility of the latter for
PEM FC stack cooling applications [295]. Through numerical simulations, Mohamed et
al. have demonstrated the possibility of WHR from FCS using a thermoelectric generator
(TEG) even for low-grade heat (45–60 ◦C) under varying vehicle speed and powertrain
configurations with up to 2% heat recovery [296]. Through experimental and theoretical
measures, Sulaiman et al. have further assessed the performance of TEG WHR under
varying low-grade FCS operating temperatures through natural and forced convection [297].
Modelling, analysis and validation of TEG system effectiveness in recovering FCS low-
temperature waste heat has further been done by many other researchers [298–300]. Several
results have concluded that ORC-based heat recovery is better suited to HD FCEVs than
TEG systems due to the higher efficiency and effectiveness in recovering waste heat of high-
power applications, lower component expenditure and maintenance costs, and technical
maturity of the concept, which is already being employed in some conventional HD
powertrains [284,301].

Metal hydride H2 storage and WHR concepts feature higher specific energy density as
compared to phase change energy storage and can recuperate large amounts of transient
waste heat in standard operation, which can be later used in the following FCS cold start
conditions. Nasri et al. have shown a significant improvement in fuel cell powertrain
efficiency and range, especially under sub-zero operating conditions when using metal
hydride tank-based WHR solutions [302]. Mounir et al. have investigated FCS range
extender cooling using its metal-hydride based H2 storage tank and have shown high
effectiveness under different operating scenarios (cold start, high load) and on various
mission profiles [303]. Sheshpoli et al. have analysed a combined WHR system comprising
of ORC and metal hydride tank with different cycle configurations, ORC materials, varying
mass flow rates, and pressure ratios [304]. They have shown that the ORC pressure ratio
increase in general leads to a rise in power output and thermal efficiency and have found
R-123 as the best ORC fluid with a peak of 44.3% heat evacuation efficiency.

5.3. Battery Thermal Management

Depending on the nature of usage and application, battery temperature can also play
a crucial role in the overall powertrain efficiency and the ability to follow the intended
energy management strategies. Internal impedance and electrochemical sluggishness of the
Li-ion cells increases at low temperatures (<15 ◦C), whereas too high temperatures (>40 ◦C)
lead to accelerated degradation and the possibility of thermal runaway [305,306]. For
high-energy large battery applications such as BEVs and plug-in FCEVs, onboard battery
packs are usually natural or forced air cooled, requiring minimal installation and auxiliary
load expenditure [307]. For heavy-duty hybrid applications with high power transient
load demands, batteries need liquid-based cooling to evacuate a large amount of heat
loss from heavy current draw to maintain a low inside temperature gradient, minimising
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degradation, and extending life and safety, which is achieved at the expense of added
complexity, auxiliary load and costs [306,308]. Due to their lower operating temperature,
among other components, high-power batteries are usually cooled using phase change
techniques over liquid-cooled radiators because of better heat rejection effectiveness and
efficiency at near ambient temperature gradients [309]. Heat pipes or evaporative cooling
are also considered suitable for higher power battery applications [310,311]. Heat pumps
are preferred over PTC heaters at very low temperatures for cold start battery warm-up
because of better energy efficiency [312]. Under certain circumstances, heat from other
components operating at much higher temperatures may also be used to warm up the
HV battery using coupled thermal management circuits [281]. For high-performance
applications, immersion cooling using a dielectric fluid with single phase (1000 times heat
rejection over air cooling) or two-phase types (up to 10,000 times heat rejection) may also
be employed further to improve the power capability of hybrid battery systems while
maintaining safe operating temperature [313].

5.4. eDrive and Power Electronics Cooling

Carriero et al. have analysed various state-of-the-art methods for eDrive waste heat
extraction, including air and coolant loops, spray cooling, conductive resins, hollow rotor
shafts and integrated cooling systems while also comparing different coolant media [314].
eDrive can be air-cooled through natural or forced convection, although liquid cooling is
preferred for high-power applications due to greater heat evacuation effectiveness, added
component safety and degree of operating freedom. A combination of heat pipes and
liquid cooling may also be used in hybrid form to efficiently manage eDrive temperature,
depending on the operating load. Through thermal simulations of such a setup, Huang et
al. have shown a notable reduction in cooling system power consumption by intelligent
control of various actuators depending on the driving conditions (speed and gradient)
and load profiles [315]. An integrated liquid cooling approach with single or multiple
connected circuits may also be used comprising the inverter, EM and gearbox cooling by
the same coolant loop to minimise costs, required space and operating load [281,316].

Thermal management of DC/DC converters and DC/AC inverter involves cooling
power semiconductor switches against switching and conduction losses. Given the high
operating temperature, attention is given to component packaging and design to avoid
hot spots in small places through methods such as surface area enlargement or component
division into separate modules [317]. Usually, heat sink plates are added to promote
evacuation, which are then air cooled through fins due to high operating temperature or
liquid cooled for high power applications [311,317]. Indirect liquid cooling is preferred over
the direct approach even for lower cooling performance to avoid system complexity [317].
Heat pipes, vapour chambers, spray jet impingement cooling and phase change techniques
may also be employed in high power, high loss applications to further promote heat
evacuation while maintaining component longevity and safety [311].

5.5. Cabin Thermal Management

Depending on the nature of the long-haul application and operating conditions (truck
or coach/bus, ambient temperature), the cabin HVAC system can also drastically affect the
overall energy consumption and can be an important part of heavy-duty FCEV thermal
management [311]. Heat evacuation requirement, effectiveness and efficiency of cooling as
well as HVAC system are significantly affected by the type of mission profile (city, highway,
uphill), ambient operating conditions such as air temperature and density (elevation) and
age of the powertrain components [285,318]. Amini et al. have found up to 30% drop in
A/C system efficiency between 25 and 0 m/s vehicle speed [319]. Lee et al. have discussed
the significant impact of HVAC condenser heat loss on radiator performance, indicating
the potential of intelligent vehicle speed-specific cooling and HVAC thermal management
strategies to sustain safe and efficient operation while also reducing aerodynamic drag
resistance and cooling energy expenditure [285].
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5.6. Intelligent Thermal Management Strategies

• FCS passive thermal management: As discussed earlier, FCS cooling in an HD FCEV
represents a significant portion of its thermal management energy expenditure due
to the high power rating, lower operating efficiency and the nature of FC heat loss.
A known strategy to lower auxiliary cooling load is temporary derating of the FCS
to reduce heat loss and corresponding cooling efforts [61]. Having more than one FC
stack in the FCS will give an added degree of operational freedom in terms of efficient
power generation, heat loss control, and cooling system utilisation, specifically at low
power demands [19,320]. By effective distribution of load among one or more FC
stacks, the operating efficiency of the complete FCS can be improved over a broader
range of power demand while also enhancing cold start ability and, importantly,
lowering cooling efforts through intelligent stack loss/temperature control and stack
derating [320,321]. FC Multi-stack operation also offers functional safety under de-
graded modes and in case of stack failure [322,323]. Integrated thermal and energy
management strategies could also be considered by further expanding the added
degree of freedom from inter-stack FCS control towards finding the right balance
between minimising cumulative powertrain losses and cooling system consumption.
Since HD FCEVs may also use high-power liquid-cooled battery packs with consid-
erable auxiliary energy expenditure, the concept of temporary derating can also be
applied for its temperature regulation through passive loss control by deviating load
to the FCS using onboard energy management.

• A priori route information: Using a priori route information (GIS) from the external
layer and suitable predictive optimisation strategies in the supervisor layer, power-
train temperatures, losses, cumulative energy expenditure and onboard energy buffer
can be considered states whose tracking set-points can be optimised along the given
mission profile to lower overall cooling system consumption while respecting devia-
tion from desired temperatures (Figure 14). As discussed earlier, vehicle speed, type
of mission profile (urban, highway, hilly), and ambient conditions (air temperature,
density) affect not only the cooling requirements, but also the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the cooling and HVAC systems [324]. Vehicle speed-dependent optimisation
of the cooling system can thus be used to minimise fan energy expenditure using
ambient airflow for maximising overall energy efficiency. Wang et al. and Amini et al.
have used MPC to minimise HVAC power consumption through speed-dependent
sequential thermal control of the HVAC system by profiting from changing HVAC
operating efficiency over the given mission profile [319,324,325]. Xie et al. further
proposed an intelligent MPC for the AC system, which considered vehicle speed and
thermal comfort to reduce energy consumption by 4.32% compared to the traditional
MPC [326]. The use of active aerodynamics by controlling the size of frontal cooling
openings of the vehicle depending on actual cooling requirements and speed can also
be used to reduce drag coefficient, decrease propulsion energy consumption and thus
improve overall efficiency [327]. Schaut et al. have developed a predictive thermal
management strategy for motor temperature control using nonlinear MPC and prior
route information [328]. To improve the robustness of this closed-loop predictive
cooling strategy, uncertainties in driving were covered by a scenario-based stochastic
MPC. Wahl et al. have used an economic model predictive control approach in combi-
nation with an active front grill opening to accelerate the heating of permanent magnet
motor and improve overall powertrain efficiency [255]. The strategy also considers
the temperature-dependent efficiency variation of the eDrive, which by itself showed
energy consumption reductions of 1.67% at the HV supply level. Considering a priori
route information, Romijn et al. have proposed a real-time and distributed complete
vehicle energy management solution, including trailer refrigeration optimisation using
residing horizon control and dual decomposition [329].
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• Eco-comfort: By knowing specific mission profile events (plug-in charging, low speed-
high gradient climbing), expected vehicle speed (highway, urban) and ambient condi-
tions in advance using exploitation of OTA data, thermal predictive preconditioning
of various subsystems such as HV battery, cabin, FCS, and eDrive can be used to
minimise the overall energy expenditure of thermal management systems through
a wider scope of applied cooling efforts [330,331]. Instead of inefficiently cooling at
the required instant to maintain safe operation, OTA information gives the time to
optimally execute the thermal management task by preconditioning at efficiency while
accounting for specific ambient and driving conditions. Barnitt et al. have analysed
cabin and HV battery temperature preconditioning before hot weather journeys using
off-board charger energy to minimise HVAC load on onboard energy storage, thereby
improving range and HV battery lifespan [332]. Furthermore, some hierarchical MPC
using traffic prediction information [333], and vehicle speed [334] were proposed to
schedule the best temperature trajectory for the cabin and battery, effectively saving
battery power.

• Cross component thermal management: Zhao et al. have shown that cabin tempera-
ture management using waste heat of the FCS by employing a heat pump instead of a
PTC heater can significantly improve system efficiency [335]. Rehlaender et al. have
developed a supervisory regulator-based thermal management strategy for FCEV
with metal-hydride tank-type cooling while considering cabin interior temperature
management along with the battery, FCS, motor and power electronics. In this work,
the waste heat of different components has been used to warm up the FCS through
intermittent storage in the metal-hydride tank [336].

6. H2 Production and Refuelling

Today, more than 95% of the hydrogen used in the industry is produced from fossil fuel
sources [139,337]. Black and brown sources of H2 refer to coal and lignite gasification-based
production, respectively, which leads to a high amount of CO2 emissions (19 tCO2/tH2).
Hydrogen produced from natural gas using steam methane reforming (SMR) or partial
oxidation is known as grey hydrogen and is currently the dominant source of H2 produc-
tion. It can be linked to less than coal, but still, a substantial amount of CO2 emissions
(10 tCO2/tH2) [27]. Hydrogen from the electrolysis of water using renewable energy (solar,
wind, hydro, geothermal, tidal, etc.) is known as green hydrogen [338,339]. Acar et al. have
compared the performance of solar, wind, hydro, nuclear, biomass and geothermal energy
sources in terms of economic, environmental, social, technical and reliability aspects for H2
production and have found wind energy as the best overall performing technology [340]. Re-
newable electrolysis uses three main types of cells (alkaline cell using potassium hydroxide
solution, proton exchange membrane and high-temperature solid oxide cells). According to
expert elicitations by Schmidt et al., its adaptation is limited by production investment rather
than technological innovations, requiring a focus on manufacturing methods, automation,
and operational experience [341,342]. Hauch et al. have stated the importance of high
temperature (>200 ◦C) steam-based electrolysis in improving the efficiency of green hydro-
gen [343]. Although electrolysis techniques are efficient and cause a low carbon footprint,
they can be more than three times more expensive as compared to SMR [342]. Hydrogen
obtained from fossil fuels following CO2 carbon capture technology is known as blue hydro-
gen and can reduce up to 90% CO2 GHG emissions [344,345]. H2 produced from electricity
using nuclear energy is known as purple hydrogen, whose high operating temperatures
could also be used to promote thermochemical water splitting or steam reforming based H2
production [346]. H2 can also be produced from renewable biomass using gasification in
the form of syngas, which is known to be cleaner in terms of SOx, NOx and soot emissions
as compared to combustion processes (coal) [346]. Megia et al. have compared hydrogen
production using water-based methods such as electrolysis and renewable biomass based
methods such as gasification and steam reforming in terms of operational costs, fresh water
requirement and energy efficiency, and have found the latter as higher H2 yield and cost
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effect solutions for easier global adaptation [347]. Osman et al. have compared environmen-
tal impact of different hydrogen production pathways through review of various life cycle
analyses and have recommended that for decision making, attention should be given to
the modelled processes and system boundaries such as geographical and temporal span,
functional units and environmental impact categories [348].

Hydrogen can be produced on-site using renewable electricity through electrolysis
and at larger scales off-site using centralised sources [349]. On-site production suffers
from high capital expenditure, but can minimise operating costs and associated transporta-
tion losses/emissions and is better at integrating the use of intermittent and distributed
renewable energy sources. Off-site production features a better economy, but a higher
environmental impact from production, distribution, and transportation to the H2 refu-
elling stations (HRS) [139]. At HRS, H2 may be compressed and stored at two pressure
levels, low and high-pressure storage, to meet customer demands and to be able to deliver
high-pressure fuel at the required rate more efficiently [139]. Hydrogen pre-cooling may
also be required to manage operation at safe temperature levels through various phases of
the station and refuelling. The process of refuelling is similar to conventional fuels with
hydrogen dispensers, metering and billing. The current state-of-the-art in the refuelling rate
is expected to be around 120 g/s [350]. For safety against hydrogen leakage, various gas
detection sensors are installed at the H2 HRSs and on the vehicle, along with the leakage-
resistant design of the filling equipment [351]. ISO 19880-1:2020 is one of the current safety
standards followed for HRS in FCEVs [352]. SAE J2799 provides standards for vehicle
to HRS hardware and software communications [353]. Standards on design, safety and
operation of gaseous hydrogen refuelling connectors including receptacle and protection,
nozzle and communication hardware have been provided in ISO 17268:2020 [354]. The
refuelling performance protocol for 350 bar pressure systems has been published by SAE
International (SAE J2601-2), which sets performance requirements and safety limits for
gaseous H2 refuelling dispensers [350]. Safety standardizing on HRS refuelling, vehicle
storage and leakage sensors have been further proposed by NREL and JRC joint undertak-
ing [355]. Furthermore, the EU H2020 PRHYDE project will provide recommendations on
HD H2 refuelling protocols for covering different upcoming pressure systems (350, 500,
700 bar) [356,357].

Singh et al. have discussed hydrogen production, distribution and storage as the major
technical challenges in its adaptation for mobility and have emphasized the importance
of H2 renewable fuel sources over current non-renewable production methods from an
environmental point of view [337]. Through a detailed review of previous and ongoing
FCEV bus projects in North America and the European Union, Hua et al. have shown
that the modern-day adaptation of FCEV technology is limited by the lack of refuelling
infrastructure, high powertrain cost and fuel cost compared to conventional diesel appli-
cations [358]. The effect of refuelling infrastructure on the adaptation of heavy-duty H2
mobility in Switzerland was determined by Cabukoglu et al., which stated that by only
fuelling at home depot, up to 30% of HD vehicles could become FCEVs, whereas with the
possibility of multiple fuelling per day a 100% could be converted to fuel cell propulsion,
then being limited by the fuel production infrastructure. According to their data-driven
analysis, curtailment of transport carbon footprint will highly depend on the hydrogen
production source (renewable/non-renewable) [339].

7. FCEV Long-Haul Fleet Management

Maximising efficient truck or coach fleet utilisation is essential from an economic point
of view, which is highly dependent on vehicle maintenance and minimising downtime.
Fleet management of long-haul vehicles by operators in synchronisation with OEMs or in
between operators could serve the following benefits:
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• Vehicle predictive maintenance using OTA cloud-based digital twin technology (DT)
could be used to anticipate failures on individual vehicles and minimise downtime
through pre-ordering replacement parts, preventive maintenance strategies and syn-
chronised repair schedules. Usage management of a number of vehicles will give
an added degree of freedom for lowering powertrain FCS and ESS ageing, thereby
extending RUL and overall vehicle service life as suited for the operator [359].

• Lowering demand for freight transport through connected intelligent estimation of
various fleet transport mission requirements, vehicle asset management and supply
chain restructuring [360].

• Increase in the FCEV, HRS utilisation and operating efficiency through transport load
optimisation, vehicle and fuelling asset sharing, load consolidation and warehouse
management [360,361].

• Although H2 refuelling is much faster than onboard battery charging, it still takes
more time than filling conventional liquid fuels and poses a challenge from the corre-
sponding fleet fuelling time perspective. Minimising refuelling time loss is possible
by sequencing transport assignments and the refuelling schedule of different vehicles
along with pre-conditioning of the refuelling station.

• Especially in the early stages of infrastructure upscaling, technologies around the
pre-booking of refuelling opportunities, compatibility of refuelling type, re-routing
and logistical tools around FCEVs will be required in an integrated form for both
planners and operators.

• Finally, the end user will need to understand the trade-off between grid charging
and refuelling for vehicle configurations that include a relatively large battery and
plug-in capability.

• Over-the-air connected powertrain diagnostics and fault detection at vehicle and fleet
level for minimising downtime.

8. Conclusions

This article presents a comprehensive review of H2 fuel cell electric propulsion technol-
ogy suited for future decarbonisation of the long-haul heavy-duty vehicle sector. First, a
review of various current and upcoming HD FCEV use cases, including private and public
initiatives, have been listed and compared with interurban, service and LCV examples to
understand appropriate FCEV design approach for long-haul specific applications. A de-
tailed overview of suitable FCEV powertrain topology for long-haul applications, including
electric drives, transmission, fuel cell power source, onboard energy storage systems such
as Li-ion batteries, supercapacitors, flywheels, DC link interfaces and power converters,
electrified HD auxiliary loads and onboard H2 storage techniques has been provided. A
thorough description of the current fuel cell system (FCS) technology, balance of plant ancil-
laries, proton exchange membrane fuel cell operation, its ageing/degradation mechanisms
and lifetime extension strategies has also been included.

For the given HD powertrain size configuration, simulation of a 40-tonne fuel cell truck
on the VECTO Longhaul cycle consumed lesser H2 fuel than on the regional delivery cycle,
even after requiring higher traction energy due to the greater tank-to-wheel powertrain
efficiency. Even though the FCS ran at slightly lower average efficiency, ECMS supported
cumulative loss minimisation with lowered HV battery usage, reduced cooling system
consumption from higher average speed and fewer stopping events led to such a result.
The simulation energy audit suggested a high potential for future energy savings through
further development of FCS, thermal management (auxiliary loads), eco-driving (braking
events), aerodynamic and rolling resistance expenditures and onboard system-level energy
management. Considering an average H2 consumption of 9.04 kg/100 km over 500 km
journeys, a fleet of 50 HD fuel cell trucks will require around 2300 kg of fuel including
offset losses in compression, storage and dispensing, which could be delivered by two
strategically placed 1150 kg daily capacity hydrogen refuelling stations.
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Challenges in HD FCEV control and energy management, including control require-
ments for the FCS, eDrive, transmission, DC/DC power converters, energy storage subsys-
tems and higher-level energy management strategies governing their interaction, have then
been elaborated. A multi-level energy and thermal management framework for facilitating
onboard integration of complex optimisation-based and route prediction-based supervisory
strategies without drastically increasing onboard computation efforts has been proposed.
The scope of V2X connectivity in supporting digital twin based eco-routing, platooning,
eco-driving, intelligent thermal management and predictive energy management concepts
through adaptation based on real-world mission profile, vehicle and driver behaviour has
also been discussed for improving overall fuel efficiency and longevity of the FCS and
HV battery.

Given the significance of thermal management challenges in a typical HD FCEV, in-
creased cooling requirements of an ageing FCS and corresponding design implications have
been discussed along with suitable waste heat energy recovery techniques, other electrical
subsystems’ thermal management and intelligent energy-saving cooling strategies. Various
possible FCS cold start strategies for minimising fuel cell degradation and ageing, specifi-
cally under sub-zero temperature conditions, while lowering time to full load, auxiliary
energy consumption, performance limitation and avoiding unexpected operational failure
have also been detailed. Then, the importance of renewable hydrogen fuel production
pathways over conventional methods from an environmental, economic and technology
maturity perspective, including different onboard H2 storage techniques, their advantages
and limitations, refuelling station technology, safety standards and the importance of HD
FCEV fleet management have also been provided.

Fuel cell and battery electric solutions are the best-developed alternatives compared to
state-of-the-art 2020 ICE-based solutions for HDVs. According to global industry analysis,
the size of the HD FCEV and BEV market is expected to have a notable compound annual
growth rate of 41% from 2022 to 2030 (USD 43.7 billion). Presently, FCEV and BEV trucks
deploy newly developed innovative technology built using SiC-based power electronics, em-
bedded energy and thermal management strategies, advanced proton exchange membrane
fuel cells, supercapacitors and Li-ion batteries. Replacing conventional HD trucks with
their FCEV counterparts will require establishing new hydrogen production and refuelling
infrastructure, leading to increased electricity consumption if electrolysis is used to produce
the fuel. Assuming that new H2 production infrastructure is built considering focused as
well as decentralised renewable energy sources and used to power the electrolysers, current
fuel cell HDVs have a higher technical potential over battery electric trucks because of their
longer range, fast refuelling and higher payload capacity. By covering critical technical
aspects related to the HD FCEV technology, powertrain control, cold start and cooling chal-
lenges, intelligent energy and thermal management strategies, onboard hydrogen storage
techniques, environmentally friendly H2 production, fuel usage, distribution and scope of
the HDV fleet management, this article should serve as a good starting point for stakeholders
entering HD FCEV development to achieve long-haul freight carbon neutrality.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BEV Battery Electric Vehicle
BMS Battery Management System
BoP Balance of Plant
BP Bipolar Plate
CL Catalyst Layer
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
DP Dynamic Programming
DTC Direct Torque Control
ECMS Equivalent Consumption Minimisation Strategy
eDrive Electric Drive
EF Equivalence Factor
EM Electric machine
EMS Energy Management System
ESS Energy Storage System
FC Fuel Cell
FCS Fuel Cell System
FCEV Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle
FLC Fuzzy Logic Control
FOC Field Oriented Control
GDL Gas Diffusion Layer
GHG Greenhouse Gas
H2 Hydrogen dioxide
HD Heavy-Duty
HDV Heavy-Duty Vehicle
HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle
HOR Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction
HV High Voltage
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
HRS Hydrogen Refuelling Station
H2 Hydrogen
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
LCV Light Commercial Vehicle
LV Low Voltage
MEA Membrane Electrolyte Assembly
MPC Model predictive Control
NOx Nitrogen Oxide
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
ORC Organic Rankine Cycle
ORR Oxygen Reduction Reaction
OTA Over The Air
PEMFC Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
PM Particle Matter
PMSM Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine
PSO Particle Swarm Optimisation
PTC Positive Temperature Coefficient
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene
PTO Power Take-Off
RL Reinforcement Learning
RUL Remaining Useful Life
SC supercapacitor
SoC State of charge
SoE State of Energy
SoH State of Health
TCO Total Cost of Ownership
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TMS Thermal Management System
VECTO Vehicle Energy Consumption calculation TOol
V2X Vehicle to Everything
WHR Waste Heat Recovery
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